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Utilization of hydrcenergetic potential to acquire energy belongs to one of the oidsst energy
resources of a huaankind. This nvjirz* has kept its iapartance in b e world power balance up to now
and also its share in an electric Energy proouction as the noblest fora of energy in 3 world balance

According to £13, the hydroenergetic potential shares in about 13.51, the sa«e as a power
energy, in this balance. Only coal - 42.51, shares in a larger portion in covering electric energy
production. Natural gas and crude oil share in this balance only in 10.51 and 9.71 respectively.

The balance of priaary energy resources far electric energy production aentioned above is
different for every state because it is given by certain, especially natural features of the state
in question, ft protection of its priaary energy resources and thus also a hydrsenergetic potential
should be the basic strategic thesis of every state. Especially because this resource is
ecologically the aost tolerant energy resource, it does not threaten environsent with pollution,
possible ecological accidents and it also does not produce any Hastes.

The tera hydroenergetic potential Hill aean for the purposes of our nest considerations
"a priaary technically usable hydroenergetic potential" (HEP in the following) of a state-, a river
basin or a river section.

HEP tera will aean a sua of average yearly productions of built and realized hydroelectric
power plants (VE) and saall hydroelectric poser plants (WE! of the region.

HE? is calculated by a value 7,36! GWh/year at approxiaate installed capacity 2,575 fi'rf in works
of Vfskuany ustav energetic** Bratislava and VUPEfC Bratislava [23, [33, [43. If HEP is expressed in
the aaount of brown coal which would be required for production of the saae aaount of electric
energy (so called coal equivalent), we get the aaount of about 8.4 tons of this kind of fuel yearly
including all of the negative aspects resulting froa burning this aaount of coal. About 2.3 •:.:! tons
of ash, 174 ktons of sulphur oxides, etc. for instance would be produced in a year.

•forphology and a central location in the continent of Europe is an isportant fact determining
the size and distribution of HEP in the area of the Slovak Republic. These natural features of the
Slovak Republic haye predeterained that only one large European river - Danube, runs through the
Slovak Republic. Even this one runs through the territory of the Slovak Republic only in the length
of 22.5 ka and in the length of about 149.5 ka the Danube creates a border of the Slovak Republic
with Austria and Hungary. Thus the section of the Danube to which the Slovak Republic is scaehaw
entitled, which is however conditioned by agreesents with the neighbors, has a length of about 172
ka which represents about 6.6! of total usable length of the Danube.

Other Slovak rivers aostly only well in the Slovak Republic and run out froa its territory.
Thus the Siovak Republic can be called, exaggerating a iittle bit, as a roof of Europe. In order to
be able to talk about water aanageaent in the Slovak Republic, a part of the water on this 'roof
aust be kept so that ii could be available it the tiae of its lack. Hhat is a roie of water
aanageaent and its accuaulation reservoirs?

With respect.tQ natural features of the Slovak Republic and the aaount of electric energy
consuaed in the Slovak Republic, which was persanently decreasing after T?S? til I !?93 (see tab.!!
and since that year it has again had an increasing tendency, the HEP of the Slovak Republic cannot,
even if it is utilized completely (7,361 SHd/year), cover electric energy consumption in the Slovak
Sepu'ffiic. Thus buiiding hydroelectric power plants in the Slovak Republic did not follow aaxisua
production of electric energy by run of river V£s with a relatively saail installed capacity, but
since the very beginning of penanent utilization of HEP in the Slovak Sepuciic, which can be dated
since 2936 in which VE Laace on the river Van ms put into operation, hyiroslectric poser planes
which could carry out regulation services, i.e. operate in tiaeiy limited sections of increased
electric energy cofisuaptic/! (peaks, at fast rise into peaks, coverage of emergency situations in the
systea, etc.) have been built as far as the circuascances allowed to do so.



This strict position of VEs in the electrification aystea of the Slovak Republic (also in the
Czechoslovakia in the past) has also influenced design and a scSeae of VEs, especially on our the
aost iapcrtant river froa the point of view of power engineering - the river Van, on which every VE
or a group of derivative VEs, starts with a weir or a reservoir, respectively the accuauiation
voiuae of which provides a regulation operation of VE. The first VE Ladce Mas built according to
this schese, too. O.KeCkovce weir has a useful voiuae of 2.0 *il. cubic aeters, absorption capacity
of turbines was 135 J J/S originally, later it was changed to 150 s3/s, whereas an average flow in
a profile of D.Xackovce weir is 133 aJ/s and it represents about 110 day water.

The difference betNeen the aasiaua and linxaun loads of the electrification systet changes
within several hours in an order of hundreds cf HM. The course of the daily load of the
electrification systea of the Slovak Republic on Septeaber 24, 1996 including its coverage by the
sources which are available in the electrification systea of the Slovak Republic is shown in fig.i
as an exaaple of load variations in the electrification systea of the Slovak Republic and its
coverage by individual sources.

The described position of VEs in the electrification systea of the Slovak Republic is certainly
reflected in statistics of energy resources in the Slovak Republic. The share of individual
resources in coverage of a total electric energy consuaption and the share of installed capacities
of individual resources in the electrification systes in shown in tab. I and 2.

Distribution of HEP of the Slovak Republic to individual river basins is shewn in fig.2. In
this picture, it is obvious that the river Va"h with 3,305 GHh/year is the aost iaportant river in
the Slovak Republic and the Danube with 2,655 GHh/year (taking into account only the Slovak part) is
the second one. The schedule of construction of individual VEs on the river Vih was affected
especially by a power efficiency of the utilized section of the river Vih and technical and
legislative probieas which result in econoaic indicators of respective projects.

It results froa the scheae of VEs on the river VSh, see fig.3, and the schedule of ccnstructicn
of VEs shown in tab.3, that the aost appropriate sections of the "aiddie" V4h froi the point of view
of power engineering in which the river head is not still sufficient and the rate of flow is large
enough and aore over, the technical and legislative probleas were not especially difficult, were
utilized first of all. (The group Ladce ~Ilava - Dubnica - Trencin and Kostolna' - N.Sesto
- K.Strsda). The sections with certain technical problems (e.g. sluaps, flat reservoirs daaaed on
both sides, etc.) were also used later.

The systea of hydro power projects Gabfikovo - Nagyiaros or only the hydro power project
Sabcfkovo, respectively, which suffered froa an excessive politicization of the problea, is
a special case in utilization of HEP in the Slovalc Republic.

Utilization of HEP in the Slovak Republic by the end of 1995, obvious in fig.2, reaches the
value 3,918 GHii/year, i.e. about 53.21.

Froa the European point of view it even is not the European average value in 1989 [51 which was
55.11. As far as only the nuabers are concerned, this balance does not sound alaraing enough.

JtaweveJV-if-we-reslize that nearly a half ni mtr UP? is nn*- nHiirorf ahirh aeans that about 4.2 ail,
tons of brown coal (for illustration, it should be aentisned that this is about 1.4 tiaes the yearly
production in the coal aines in Noviky in 1995) " flows', to put in aetaphorically, out froa the
Slovak Republic territory, we think that these facts are worth thinking about for the top aanagers
in. this state to adait a true position in energy resources of the Slovak Republic to HEP, too and to
raise the interest of a society above angry interests of departaents and to iapleaent clear and
logical rules in HEP utilization.

Potential energy of water is directly converted into electric energy in utilization of
a priaary HEP. In case of a secondary hydroenergetic potential, it is a conversion of electric
energy (especially at a tite of its excess) into potential energy of water by its repuaping froa
a lower reservoir into an upper cr.j. At a tiae of lacs of electric energy, electricity is produced



m a turbine sod? of operation and water gets into the lower reservoir. The c/cls is closed and can
be repeated. Froa this point of view, ths puaped storage plants iPVE) in which this process takes
place ars net a source of energy but they act in ths electrification systea as accusulatsrs - or
electric energy regulators, respectively.

These projects consume energy for their operation Iscrs energy is required for water
accuaulation than is gained m turbine node of operation. Total efficiency of a repusping cycle is
about 75.i with ths best PVEs. It results from the ascve that economy of FVE can be based only on
a difference in the price of electric energy used for puaping of water - accusuiation, and the price
of produced electric energy or ir, i special appreciation of services which FVE offers to the
electrification systsa.

Conditions for construction of ?VE are certainly given by the characteristics of the site which
3U5t be appropriate not only fros the point of view of aorphciogy, geology, hydroicgy but also fro,?
the point of view of urbanistics, environment protection, etc. Hors ovir, sostiy the large aodern
PVEs sust be connected to corresponding sources of a prisary energy, e.g. nuclear power plants,
through corresponding transaission paths.

Froa the inforsatien mentioned aoove, it is obvious that PVEs in iaportant fros the point of
view of operation of sources of energy in the electrification systea not only as "sources" of energy
at a tiae of lack but also as "consuaers" of electric energy at a tiae of excess of the energy in
the systea. A regulation range of PVE is then given as a sua of absolute values of aax. poser input
in puaped aode of operation and the power output accessible in a turbine aode of operation.

Four PVEs irs connected b the electrification systea in the Slovak Republic the basic
pirissisri of which are shown in tab.4. The data is taken froa £63- Basic scfieaes of PVEs irs
described in the following [73:
1. Dobs'ini PVE uses water frog the river Hn-ilec and transiits it into a basin of the river Slana.

Paicaansfca Haia reservoir with 10.3 ail. cubic seters represents a supply reservoir filled with
natural 'flows of ths river Hniiec and aiso an upper reservoir for repuaping the water froa the
reservoir in Vlcia dolina, 172 thous. cubic aetsrs.

2. Ru!in PVE is a hydroelectric power plant below a daa with a reservoir of a total voluse 39.0 ail.
cubic aeters on the river Hamad. It is used for retaining of natural flows of the river and aiso
as an upper reservoir of PVE. The lower reservoir of PVE is used for repusping and also for
compensation of flows and has a voiuae of 3.7 ail. cubic aeters - SuMn II.

3. L.Kara PVE is a das hydroelectric power plant in which 4 power units are installed in total out
of which two are reversible. The reservoir is used to caapensate flow of the river Van and also
as an upper reservoir for repuaping (reversible) units. The reservoir has a total voiuae of 360
ail. cubic seters. BeSeflcva reservoir with a total voiuae of about 9.S ail. cubic seters is
a lower and also a compensation reservoir of this PVE.

4. C.Vah PVE is the oniy PVE in the Slovak Republic without a natural water inflow into the upper
reservoir so far. It is aiso our largest ?K in which 6 power units irs installed. The lower
reservoir retains water fros the river Cierny Van and it is also used for 'storage" of water ir
a turbine aode of operation. The upper reservoir is an artificial one without a natural inflow.
Soth are connected with three arsored supply conduits. Available voiuae of u??i>r and lower
reservoirs-rs-Jj-f-iih-eubic seteri,-whereas the total -$«luae-af—th£_lower. reservoir is 4.7 ail.
cubic aeters.

Referring to the requireaents ?lizsi onto our electrification systea in relation to connection
fast coverage of an eaergency reserve o" the systea,toUCPTE, especially to the requirement of a

energy production shown in tab.l.

HEP utilization, both prisary and secondary ones, is carried out in the conditions of ths
Slovak Republic in jultipurpose water projects with energetic utilisation as a rule. It leans that



energetic utilization is only ana of the benefits cf these projects. However, it should be aer.ticned
iatediately that in tha present sconosic conditions, the snsroetic utilization is the sain and in
jost of the cases the only one benefit cf these auitipurpose hydro power projects which can be paid
for. HE? is not responsible for this economic faux pas but the incotplets icanoaic relations of our
legislation are.

The absurdity of econaaic relations in HE? utilization described above then finally leads to
discriaination of HEP utilization and there is an effor: to hang everything which the aultipurpose
hydro projects contiin or, it. Only this »«y it an 'mppsn that in conditions of the Slovak Sepufclic
an ecological efficiency of HEP utilization is discussed even if it does not produce any Hastes thus
it does not require any peraanent ash daaps or storages for nucisar waste.

The facts that due to a long term operation of auitipurpose hydro projects no negative ispact
on snvironsent sas proved are also neglected and vice versa recreation zones (Qrava, L.iisra,
Pacaonska Wasa. etc.! and even protection zcnes or areas ;Tr.3iskupice wair, Drahovce weir, etc.!
were created in the whole range of these projects. These facts can only hardly be found in other
energy sources.

[13 P. Naskievics Probleay uheSnf energetiky (Probieas with coal power engineering) - Energetika
2/9.5.

[23 S.Hroaada: VyuJitie HE? od roku 1985 (HEP utilization since 1935) - a research report - VUPEX
Bratislava, Bee. 1985.

IZ1 5. Hroiada: ?!ofnasti vyufitia priaa'rneho HE? ulHi vodnyai elsktrariiaai (Possibilities of HEP
utilization by saall hydroelectric power plants) - a research report - EGU Bratislava, 1982.

C4] 3. Hroaada: Vyuzitie HEP C3SR (Utilization of HEP in CSSR) - a research report - EGU Bratislava,
Sept. 1984.

[53 wATER POWER - Hand Book, 1991.
[6] Pasporty vadnfeh elektrlrnl (Certificates of hydroelectric power plants! - Orgres Brno, 1976.
[73 Abyfy - LuUc: Priehrady a nadrJe na Slovensku (Daas and reservoirs in the Slovak Republic)

- 1991. —



Obr.c.l A
Fig. 1. Participation of water power stations on daily diagram loading of energetic system SR
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Obr. c .2

HYDROENERGETICKY POTENCIAL SLOVENSKA
stav ku koncu r. 1995
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Obr.c. 3
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Vyroba s spotreba elektrickej energie v SR v GWh

Rok

1870

1875

1980
1685

1089
1990

1891

1892
1893

1904

1995

perr>4

6239

8449
10585

7547

6573
6503

6609

6S56
62S8

5688

6913

Vyroba

Jadrov*

0

187

4523
9382

12157
18O35

11680

11048

11022

12135

11437

podra druhov dekirarnf

vodr>6

1904

1838
2208

2158

2005
1802

,_ 1461

1937
3480

4300

4908

prederp.

17

122

109

464

592

581

402

39S

397

254

264

zAvodn4

1995

2773

2851

2936

2738
2857

2571

2408
2380

2363

2483

spolu

10155

13369

20078

22507

24066
24088

22732

22346
23417

24740

25905

Soldo
Imp.-exp.

3664

6872

3347
4216

5432
5229

4340

3470
1112
422

1419

Spotreba

13819

19241

23423

26722

29498
29297

27072

25816

24529
25162

27324

Tabufka c .1

Podld v^roby na tpotreb* v %
parn6

45.1

43.9

45.2

28.2

22.3
23.5
24.4

25.4

25.6
22.8

24.9

ladrovd

0.0

1.0

18.3

35.1

41.a
41.1
43.2

42.6
44.9

48.2

41.9

vodn*

13.8

9.6

9.4

8.1

6.8

8.5

6.4

7.5
14.1

17.1

18.0

preSerp.

0.1

0.6

0.5

1.8

2.0

2.0

1.5

1.5

1.6

1.0

1.0

z£vodn4

14.4

14.4

11.3

11.0
9.3

9.1

9 4

9.3

9.3

9.4

9.1

spolu

73.5

69.5

65.7

84.2

61.6
62.2
64.0

86.6

95.5

98.3

94.8

dcvoz

26.5

30.5

14.3

15.6

10.4
17.8
16.0

13.4

4.5

1.7

5.2

Table 1. Production and consumption of elektrical energy in SR ( GWh )



Instaiovany vykon eiektrarni v ES SR

Taburka c. 2
Rok

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

1990

1991

1992

1993

1994

1995

Instaiovany vykon v MW

PE

2831.2

2826.2

2932.2

2948.7

2996.0

3013.0

3019.0

3018.0

2986.0

2970.0

2940.0

2901.5

2901.5

2959.2

2965.2

2969.7

JE

860.0

860.0
860.0

860.0

1320.0

1760.0

1760.0

1760.0

1760.0

1760.0

1760.0

1760.0

1760.0

1760.0

1760.0

1760.0

VE

981.7

1316.5

1539.5

1539.5

1540.2

1585.0

1585.0

1584.1

1654.0

1654.5

1652.1

1652.1

1832.1

2106.0

2205.3

2386.8

Spotu

4672.9

5002.7

5331.7

5348.2

5856.2

6358.0

6364.0

6362.1
6400.0

6384.5

6352.1

6313.6

6493.6

6825.2

6930.5

7116.5

Podiel typov eiektrarni v %

PE

60.6

56.5

55.0

55.1

51.2

47.4

47.4

47.4

46.7

46.5

46.3

46.0

44.7

43.4

42.8

41.7

JE

18.4

17.2
16.1

16.1

22.5

27.7

27.7

27.7
27.5

27.6

27.7

27.9

27.1

25.8

25.4

24.7

VE

21.0

26.3

28.9

28.8

26.3

24.9

24.9
24.9

25.8

25.9

26.0

26.2

28.2

30.9

31.8

33.5

Table 2. Installed power plants output of energic system

in Slovakia



Tabofka 3

Vyroba elektrickej energie jednotlivych VE od ich uvedenia do prevadzky do konca r. 1995 (kWh)

Naiov VE

Orava

Tvrdo&n

Ciemy Vah

Lip. Mara

BeJenova

Krpefany

Sucany

Lipovec

Hrieov

MikSova 1

MiSova II

P. Bystrica

lived, do prev.
(rok)

1953

1979

1981

1975

1976

1957

1958

1960

1962

1963

1971-1984

1963

celkova doterajsia
vyroba (W)

1 192 230 386

199 459 900

5 212 070 211

2 548 426 800

330 414 300

2 265 261 404

3 473 503 970

2 971 077 300

1 923 827 800

5 724 955 600

13 041 480

3 519 029 800

nazov VE

Nosice

Ladce

(lava

Dubnica nTV

Tren&n

Kostolna

Nove Mesto

Horna Streda

Madunice

Krafova

uved. do prev.
(rok)

1957

1936

1946

1949

1956 •

1953

1953

1954

1960

1985

spolu

celkova doterajSia
vyroba (W)

5 978 157 733

4 500 825 613

3 908 411 563

3 935 172 839

3 384 821 402

4 778 567 700

4 805 264 901

4 924 772 367

5 046 775 700

1 056 375 700

71 692 480 469

Table 3.

Electricity production of individual VES since putting them into opperation till

the end of 1995 ( kWh )



Tab. c. 4

Prehl'ad zakladnych parametrov PVE na Slovensku

Nazov PVE

Dobsina

Ruzfn 1.

Lipt. Mara

C. Van

Uvedenie do
prevadzky

rok

1956

1968

1975

1981

Typ turbin -
cerpadiel

2xFrancis
2xodstred.
cerpadlo
2xFrancis. -
reverz.
2xdiagonalna-
reverz.
2xKaplan
6xFrancis
6xdvojtupnove
jednonatokove
cerp.

Celkovy dosaz.
vykon PVE v

turbin.
prevadzke

MW

22,8

60

198

660,75

Celkovy vykon
PVE

v cerpadlov.
prevadzke

MW

18

66

106

664,2

Regulacny
rozsah PVE

MW

40,82

126

304

1324,95

Table 4.

List of basic parametres of PVEs in the Slovak Republic



Tab.: ..

List of basic parameters of PVEs in the Slovak Republic

nazov PVE - PVE name

uvedenie do prevadzky - putting into operation

typ turbin-cerpadiel - type of turbines-pumps

celkovy dosa^itel'ny vykon PVE v turbinovej prevadske - total

available capacity of PVE in a turbine mode of operation

celkovy vykon PVE v cerpadlevel prsvadske - total power

output of PVE in a pumped mode of operation

regulacny rozsah PVE - regulation range of PVE

\
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This paper, with rss^sct to its extant, cannot be =n sxna-isting econoaic analysis of
utilization of hydrenergetic potential in the Slovak Sspublic. Its sis is to clarify basic inputs
into ecopoaic calculations of hydro Power projects which then can drastically affect efficiency of
these projects in different ways as there ire no distinct econoaic and legal regulations :n our
country as the hydroenergstic potential (HEP) utilization is concerned.

Me think that distorted inputs trapped with different ideas of groups sharing in HEP
utilisation can not provide, in a final Phase, objective evaluation of HE? as one of the resources
of elsctrificatisn systea itS) cf the Slovak Republic especially because each of these groups first
of ail pushes its own interests through. Consequently any aethodology for evaluation of £3
resources, however precise it *iay be, can then be used, inputs which are not objective cannot ae
used for an objective evaluation of respective resources. In our case, for an objective evaluation
of HEP utilization.

Evaluation of econoaic paraneters of individual resources of E3 and their econoaic
profitability should finally reflect in a coaposition of resources. Fundaaentaily it is also valid
for the Slovak Republic which has inherited the coaposition of resources fraa the past. In 1995, the
share of individual resources of ES in production in the Slovak Republic sas as follows:
- nuclear power plants - 41.341
- steaa power plants - 24.932
- hydroelectric power plants - 18.931
- factory power plants - 9.091
- iaport - 5.191

However, in the saae year, the individual resources of E3 in the Slovak Republic shared in
a balance of installed capacity - 7,114 MU according to [13 as follows:
- nuclear power plants - 24.71
- steaa p e w plants - 31.02
- hydroelectric power plants - 33.41
- factory power plants - 10.92

It is obvious froa the facts aentianed above that eacr. of the basic sources of ES has its place
in this balance. That e.g. capacity of nuclear sower plants is the aost utilized froa the point of
vie* of tics thus their basic role is to cover the basic part of a daily diagraa of load. Coapared
to this, hydroelectric power plants with their largest share in installed capacity are less utilized
froa the point of view of tiae and are designed to cover half peak or peak loads, respectively. Thus
it would be a rather unlucky step if one of the resources Here preferred and another one shifted
into a background although with a reasoning that it has to wait soae tiae. Unfortunately, these
directions appear in a perspective planning and are also reasoned by unfavorable eccncsic indicators
of new hydro power projects. Whereas the fact that the costs for production of 1 Mh of electric
energy are in VE {hydroelectric power plant) the lowest of all resources is circuavented.

In HEP utilization, especially of a prisary hydrssnsrgsiic potential, aostly construction ani
operation of aultipurpcss hydro power projects with power utilization are of concern in the Slovak
conditions. This fact results then in -a- differed—afpfsaek-to-foraulatioa of-inputs-f or an econoaic
evaluation of these auliipurposs projects as resources for ES of tfee Slovak Republic. Naaely, hydro
power projects are of concern and they have several benefits and electric energy production is only
one of thea. In the ?3st, this probleffl usso to be solved by cooperation between two departaents
-hotter engineering and mtsr aanageaent onea, I the Ministry of -National Eccnosy ir.d the Kinistry of
Agriculture at present! so that the power engineering departaent financed a technological part of VE
frca the funds of the power engineering departaent or leans taksn over by the power engineering
departaent cr soae oi its organizational units, respectively.

Then the aater aanageaent departaent financed the r e w m i n g water fanageaent part of the hydro
poner project froa a national budget, whereas the funds far financing the building part of v'E or
respective parts of the hydro power project serving exclusively tc poster engineering, 'espectiveiy
received the Slovak national budget, which was funded froa i federal on;, froa a poner engineering



category of budget. Then power engineering departaent, after finishing the construction-, received
froj the water aanageaent departaent the objects serving exclusively for power engineering in a fan
of gratis transfer and for the retaining parts of the objects serving ilso for other purposes, it
paad yearly so called "rent" froa hydra power projects ts water aanageaant operator of the hydro
power plant. Nearly the safe scheae was also used in construction of 3VD Q-N till the end of 1792.

Fundaaenuily. the largest PVE in cur country - FVE Cisrny Van, was aiso financed according to
this scheae. As aii a? the objects in this construction serve exclusively for ?Gwer engineering
purposes and they do not have water aanageaent effect, the costs for this PVE were zaversi
exclusively by the power engineering departaent.

Since 1993 the national budget of the Slovak Republic has not contained a budget category for
construction of deveiopaent structures of water aanageaent (neither SVS 5-Jf but also neither hydro
power project Zilina). That is the reason why different proposals for financing the water aanageaent
deveiopaent investaents or water aanageaent parts of hydro power projects, respectively have been
occurring.

Unfortunately, all of the proposals had to be based on a controlled pries -:f the only product
of hydra power projects, i.e. electric energy, which can be piid for. This is the only source which
can be used to cover redemption of loans taken aver iar construction of activities of water
aanageaent in conditions in which a state as a tax collector does not participate in financeaent of
parts of hydro power projects beneficial to the public. !n this situation, it is nearly the saae if,
within one hydro power project, the objects which are related to utilization of hydro power only as
a «atter of peripheral isportance or they are not related n all, are covered in this way or so
called "solidarity3 financeaent is of concern in which the profits froa electric energy production
in one hydro power project with a power utilization irs also 'transferred" into a construction of
parts of other new hydro power projects beneficial to the public.

Anyway, these objectives are with their consequences directed against further utilisation of
HEP as they rapidly decrease econoaic indicators of hydro power projects u? to such extent that
these are becoming to be of no interest as prospective sources of ES in the Slovak Republic.

Otherwise, this kind of econoaic unbearable load of aultipurpose hydro power projects with
a power utilization aeets the conditions not to stop construction of water aanageaent projects at
present. However there is one open question of redeapticn of loans taken over for these structures.
The situation is getting even acre explicated by the fact that at present a state, or a region
which is affected by the hydro power project and will also use its functions beneficial to the
public, does not hive any effort or possibility to participate in a financesent of the construction
of parts of hydro power projects beneficial to the public or take over any obligations for future,
e.g. a warranty of tax vacation for a business entity financing the construction of a cosplex
aultipurpase hydra power project, etc. In this way, the funds collected froa HE? utilization are not
returned back into a sphere of further dsvelopaent of HEP utilization, but into other spheres which
should be financed froa other resources and not froa the electricity production. It is obvious that
a state, as an owner of HEP, has this right to redistribute funds collected by HE? utilization but
at the saae tias the state should be aware of the fact-ifiat—y«s-w4y-4t_aaiss-oos—oiJls largest
priaary energetic resources unfavorable and the state itself exercises pressure for increasing the
price of electricity.

•x Siailar redistribution of funds froa electric energy production in the existing VEs into
a construction of other power resources also does not support HE? utilization, it is obvious that
the reasoning for 'econoaic unfavourability* to construct hydra ;oser projects !HEDs) in conditions
in which a business entity having in effort to use HE? aust fiance a coapleis byirs power project
finally represents less effort than to clean the financeaent of HEP utilization fraa different
burdens of financeaent of everything which is otherwise related to the hydra power project but is
not related to electric energy production.

If the conditions of HE? utilizaiion in a developed p-n af the world or Europe were the sase



as those that ara in our country it present, the level of HEP utilization would not be 70-30 and
sore percent. A ievel of HEF utilization 53.22 by 1??5 was basically reached in conditions af
fiaancaaest of HEDs in the way described by ths end of i?92.

Another fact of an economic evaluation of resources of our E5 which discriainates HE?
utilisation is the fact that the Slovak power dispatching centre cannot isagine otherwise safe
operation of our E5 without a power reserve which is installed in VEs and especially in PVEs but its
valuation is done at present only through a kwh produced, which is certainly an econoaic nonsense,
because capacities installed in VEs and PVEs have bssn prepared since their design for a law tiie
utilization witii a relative high ?mer output which represents high investaent costs. In evaluations
these power outputs are caapared with a tiae utilization of other resources which soaetiaes reach up
to 1001. It also seeas that a coaparison of utilization of a doaestic power source, as HEP is, which
is in case if it is not used irrevocably depreciated and literally "flaws1 out fora the area of the
Slovak Republic, e.g. with a steaa-gas cycle based on an iaportefl natural gas is not the luckiest
aeasura because risks of gas iaport cannot be coapared to the risks of a probability of occurancs of
hydrolcgic events anyway.

A general problsa in construction of development investments and thus also the investaents in
the area of HEP utilization is lack of a free capital available at acceptaale interest rates. In
a situation of coapiete deveSopaent investaents financeaent at e.g. 172 interest rats, the
investaents becoas aore expensive coapsrsi to original budget calculations by up to 501. For the
investors of developaent constructions, e.g. also hydro power projects, it leans that they are
evaluated according to the saae bank rules in the case of financesent than the investors in
a consumer industry although a strategic utilization of doaestic ?rl*Ar< power resources is of
concern.

Oeailocation of prices of inputs into electric energy production whether in the areas of prices
of fuels, raw aaterials,.supplies, work, etc. and keeping so called controlled price of an output
product, i.e. electric energy, a disproportion occurs which will sooner or later exhaust all
reserves with a aonopoly electric energy aanufacturer, i.e. St a.s. in our country. Finally, neither
this aanufacturer will be able to aeet its fundaaental function - a fault-free supply of the Slovak
national econoay and inhabitants with electric energy. None enterprise based on a aarket principle
can pay long tiae without any limits for iaportad power to cover a balance in our ES, which e.g. in
1995 reached about 5.21 of total electric energy consuaption, sore than it can get for it in
a doeestic earket.

If we realize that private businesses can also act in the area of HEP utilization, the
deallocation of inputs and keeping the controlled price for electricity together Kith excessive
interest rates ire the aain reasons why entrepren.eurship in the area of HE? utilization has not
reached any extensive deveiopaent so far and if we add soaetiaes excessively severe requireaents of
environment protection institutions, ths entrepreneurship in this area reaains very risky.

The possible ways towards in increase in HEP utilization can be discussed at present only on
a level of theoretical thoughts because in the saae way as it used to be in the past, when several

~irgo"VernIen"ta"i'"rewratiTHt5*""on utilization - or an increase in -utilization af KEF were issued, alt af
the* remained oniy on the level of wishes of their authors because they iii not deal with conditions
-for increase in utilization of hydroenergetic potential. However, the present concept of "Power
concept of the Slovak Republic by 2005" expects soae increase in HEP utilization but it also does
nbc deal, neither in a hint, with sources of financeaent and even basic legal rules and legislation
in general concerning protection and utilization of HEP. Without these basic assumptions there is
a threat that also the present 'Power concept of the Slovak Republic1 in the area of increasing
utilization of KEP will reaain on a level of precsoing governmental regulations.

References:
1 - 3E 3.s. Slovensky energeticky dispecing

(a caaaercial material - statistic data fros 1994 and 1995).
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A. Introduction
Shortly after putting the first more important hydroelectric power plant in the Slovak Republic

into operation in 1936 (VE Ladce) and subsequent construction of other VEs on this river,
requirements for these sources of electricity have increased not only for the amount of electricity
produced but also the use of some specificities, which can be offered by these sources (peak loads
coverage, load coverage in replacement of faulty sources, participation in ES frequency control,
participation in ES voltage control, etc.) in operation of a power engineering system (ES), has
started. Finally, requirements for electricity, produced from primary energetic sources
(hydroelectric power plants - VE) not only as for the amount but also for fulfillment of qualitative
functions in operation of ES SR resulted in a faster construction of new VEs but an emphasis on
qualitative functions of VEs has also supported development and construction of pumped storage
plants (PVE) whereas the fulfillment of qualitative functions by hydroelectric power plants and PVEs
in operation of ES has also required introduction of automatic systems on a level of actual
hydroalternators (turbine - generator), their automatic starting, controlling their operation and
shutting down an automatic control system of VE and PVE as a single unit with an optimum selection
of a number of operational units, distribution of active and reactive loads, etc., automatic system
of optimal control of cascades of hydroelectric power plants built on one and more rivers with both
tough and looser hydraulic relationships and also an automatic control system of a group of VEs on
one river froa the point of view of optimum operation of two independent international ESs.
Construction and introduction of these automatic systems has started from the second half of 50s
(1956) and they were on a level of knowledge and technical means available at that time (from 1956
until now). Solution of problems of these automatic systems related to operation of VEs, PVEs and
complete control system of VE and PVE is shown e.g. in [6], [7], [8].

Many of these solutions have been upgraded, these upgrades were mostly represented by advanced
automatic elements in a range from an automatic element, represented by a relay, up to
a microcomputer element.

However, at present, I expect that in upgrading and construction of new VEs and PVEs it is time
to pay attention, from the point of view of a design of control systems of all levels, first of all
to the actual systei which we want to be automatically controlled. Thus it is necessary to pay
attention to an actual description of a system weather for instance its mathematical description
sufficiently corresponds to a behavior of the systei in real operation, weather in the past, with an
insufficient quality and price availability of technical means it was not required to describe some
functions of the controlled system in a very simplified fora, e.g. weather linearity of processes
was not accepted in cases in which the processes were with a rough non-linearity, etc. New
requirements for theoretical reevaluation of models of ES elements can also require new knowledge in
the area of operation of growing electrification systems covering several international ESs.

Referring to the ideas on upgrading of control systems of VE and PVE mentioned above, I want to
discuss an automated control system of a hydroelectric generating set (turbine - generator) in the
following.

B. Automatic Control System of a Hydroelectric
Generating Set

An automatic control system of a hydroelectric generating set covers a control of all of the
modessof operation of a hydroelectric generating set - a turbine, a generator and their accessories
- so that the required criteria for quality of control were met while keeping stability of control
processes.

A hydroelectric generating set control is a fundamental section of this control system.

Modernization of the existing hydroelectric generating sets and their accessories, design and
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construction of new hydroelectric generating sets, new theoretical knowledge on production equipment
of VEs and PVEs, new knowledge in the area of theory of control, modern technical Beans for
automated control systems and new requirements for fulfillment of production functions of
hydroelectric generating sets in complicated ESs require to use the knowledge and requirements
mentioned above also in modernization of the existing and construction of new control systems of
hydroelectric generating sets to a maximum extent.

First of all, the following is required to meet this goal:
- to reevaluate a mathematical description of water turbines and generators from the point of view
of control of their operational processes

- to reevaluate main control circuits of a hydroelectric generating set from the point of view of
fulfillment of production functions of both present and future periods

- to reevaluate an affect of non-linearities, occurring in control circuits of a hydroelectric
generating set, which have been replaced with linear relationships so far

- to reevaluate possibilities of a stability evaluation of control circuits of a hydroelectric
generating set using exact methods, simulation means or their combination, respectively.

1. Description of a Hydraulic Circuit and a Water
Turbine from the Point of View of a Main Control
Circuit - Speed Control

A water turbine operation is strongly affected by its hydraulic circuit and a generator. It is
a very complicated non-linear system requiring to do some simplification from the point of view of
a speed control.

Head (H), flow (Q), a control element position (¥) and a second control element position (YQ),
if applicable, will be considered as input variables to this system.

Turbine speed (n), (velocity (Q)) and moment of force (Rj) which give a turbine power output
(Pip) will be of our interest as output variables.

In a normal operation, a hydroelectric generating set is operating into a large capacity ES,
speed (ES frequency) is changed slightly whereas both power output and moment can be changed in
a full control range. So, turbine power output depends on a position of a turbine flow control
element. The relationship of a control element and a turbine power output is non-linear as a rule
and depends on a turbine type, too.

With respect to simplification, we will not differentiate turbines from different points of
view and we will not discuss different turbine designs either, however, we will consider their
classification into two groups, equal-pressure and over-pressure ones.

1.1. Equal-Pressure Turbine Static Characteristics

Water pressure at both the turbine wheel input and output of an equal-pressure turbine (e.g.
Pelton turbine) is the same thus water flow through a turbine does not depend on a turbine speed and
a total pressure energy of water given by a water head is changed in a control element into
a kinetic energy,-i.e, water-speed, a theoretical valuej)f. which is as follows:

v » (2gB)0'5 (1)

. whereas its actual value v s is reduced, compared to the theoretical value, by the loss in
a control element.

Water flow through an equal-pressure turbine depends only on an effective opening of a control
system.

Q • f(I) (2)



Equal-pressure turbine moment is given by:

H - kQ(vB-v0) (3)

k ... turbine constant; Q ... flow through a turbine; vg ... velocity of water flowing out of
a control element; v Q ... circunferential velocity of a turbine.

It results from the equation (3) that, at a constant turbine speed, an equal-pressure turbine
moment is proportional to the water flow through a turbine, whereas, at a constant flow at the given
head, the moment is the largest one if a circunferential speed of a turbine vQ = 0.

"max = k'Q'vs (*)

The following can be derived for the value of a proposed moment for the given power output
Pfflax, nominal water flow through a turbine Qn and the given head:

«n = k-VV2 (5)
The following equation can be obtained by dividing equations (3)and (5):

1 1 ILIIS
.

«n % V 2

m = q (2 - v*); v* = vQ/(vs/2) (6)

m ... a relative moment,* q ... a relative flow; v Q ... a relative circumferential velocity.

With relative variables, vQ can be replaced with a relative speed n , and then we can obtain
the following:

i = q (2-n*) (7)

As a relative flow depends on a relative opening of a turbine control element, the following
can be written for the moment:

• - f(y) (2-n*). (8)

1.2. Over-Pressure Turbine Static Characteristics

A turbine wheel with over-pressure turbines (Kaplan, Francis, ...) operates at an overpressure,
whereas only a part of a water head is consumed for creation of a kinetic energy being output from
the distribution mechanism, the other part is changed into a kinetic energy in a turbine wheel (when
neglecting the part of energy consumed to overcome a centrifugal force, surge loss, ...). Thus the
expressions shown for equal-pressure turbines can be used for over-pressure turbines only with some
limitations.

Flow in over-pressure turbines depends on two variables and it is not easy to ^determine the
relationships. Thus it seems to be convenient to measure a set of curves q * f (y,n ) on a model
turbine wheel and save it into a turbine model memory. A point of intersection of all lines q =
f(y) can be determined by approximation from the measured curves and equations for a set of curves
can be written for respective n .

q

A (yc, qc) ... point of intersection coordinates.
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The noment is proportional to flow, however a value of the moment changes with speed. In
a similar way as it was done with the flow lines, a set of moment lines can be led into a common
point of intersection B (qn,Bg). A general equation for the moment determination is as follows:

•

1.3. Equal-Pressure Turbine Dynamic Characteristics

As for its dynamic aspect, the flow q of an equal-pressure turbine at its changes due to
changes in an opening of a turbine control mechanism is affected by a water mass in a penstock.
Certain time (Tw) is required to set the water in the piping to motion.

v
vw

Tw... time constant "water rise"
vH... water velocity in a piping with a cross section S; (11)
a ... water acceleration

The energy required for acceleration of the water in the piping is covered from the head.
The following can be derived for a specific change in flow.

q y_y 0|5T _ J L (12)

or after carrying out Laplace transformation respectively, the following can be written:

1
q(s) .y(s) (13)

1+0,

(14)

whereas, the transfer function q(s)/y(s) is given as follows:

q(s) 1

y(s)

Yj... a specific opening of a distribution mechanism in the investigated area
The equations (13), (14) show a delayed relationship of a water flow on a change"in thTopening

of a distribution mechanism, a time constant of which depends on a specific opening yA and the time
of water rise Tw.

As, during a change in the opening of a turbine distribution mechanism, a change in a water
flow occurs only after some time, it is obvious that in a transient process, a water outlet velocity
from the turbine- distribution-mechanism-j^jinisLALaO—change.and thus.a moment of the turbine must
also change in a transient process.

The following can be proved for a specific outlet velocity:

0,5 TyS
v (s) = 1 y(s) (15)

l+0,5yATw.s

Taking into account the equations (13) a (15) for a specific value of a turbine moment in
a transient process, the following can be written:



m(s) 2-n* - y.T s
= — (16)

y(s) l+

A change in a turbine speed does not occur immediately if a turbine moment is changed, which is
prevented by an influence of mass of rotating parts, whereas the following applies:

n*(s) 1

Tas
(17)

Ta... time constant of the set (start time of the set)

The equation (17) represents a transfer with an integration action. However, with the real
systems, this transfer is usually proportional to a first order delay which is usually caused by
a self-regulating capability of the set e g t r and a self-regulating capability of ES ( e ^ ) . Then, for
a summary coefficient of self-regulation ec = eg(.r_ -I- e E S the following can be written instead of
the equation (17):

n*(s) 1
* (18)

i (s) Tas + e c

For a speed change at an opening change of the control mechanism of equal-pressure turbines,
the following can be derived:

m(s) 2-n - 0,5 TwyA2s 1 - yATws
= = (n=l)

y(s) l + 0,5yATws 1 + 0,5TtfyAs

The following can be set when taking the equation (17) into account:

y(s) 8 Ta(l + 0,5 T ^ s ) 0,5

When taking the equation (18) into account:

n*(8) 1

y(s) 0,5 yATwTas
2 + (Ta+ 0,5 yAecTw)s + ec

1 . 4 . Over-Pressure Turbine Dynamic C h a r a c t e r i s t i c s

(20)

A water head change into a kinetic energy or velocity v Hj, respectively in a turbine
distribution mechanisn and an increase in a specific velocity of the water in a turbine wheel with
an over-pressure turbine is done according to the following-equation:

2g 2g

v wj... water velocity at an intake into a turbine wheel
Vgi, VQ2>>. relative velocity of water at the beginning or end of a turbine wheel channel,

respectively
Rj, R2«.. a turbine wheel radius at the intake or outlet from a turbine wheel, respectively



u>.•• turbine angular velocity
k... constant

The following can be stated for small changes of specific variables, taking the equation (21)
into account:

H Q2 n2

——r+(l-*)—, (22)
•W V V
If a specific small change in a head acts on a specific change in a flow and a specific change

in speed, the following can be obtained after derivation of the equation (22):

d
h - (-(q " q v )

2 • (1 - V 2 ) (23)

dt y

If we apply a general expression for a hydraulic inpedance for the piping:

Ms) (24)

•t(s) aq(s) +h(s)

z(s) = - yATws can be considered for a non-flexible piping.

Solution is as follows:

ocy(s) n*(s)
q(s) = (l-~) (25).

cfc+0,5TwyAs «c+0,5TtfyAs

VA VA *
h ( 8) = y(8, • n*(s) (26)

- VA" V A 8 -] »
y(8) + (i.^, B*(l, (28)

It is obvious froa the equation (28) that an over-pressure turbine moment depends on 2
components, on a control mechanism opening and a speed change.

As the following applies:

•{.(s) = sTan*(s) (29)

resp.aj-fs) = (sTa + ec)n*(s) (30)

When taking the equation (29) into account, the following can be obtained:



»*(«)

.2

For the case of control, the most unfavorable case occurs if
be obtained in the following form:

n*(s) - V)
y(s) 0,5TaTws

z

(31)

= 1. Then the equation (31) can

(31a)

When taking the equation (30) into account, the following can be obtained:

n (s) 06(1- V )

.2 [ (Ta+TwyA)«* + 0,5ecyA]s
(32)

If yj

n*(s)

Y(s)

1 the equation (32) can be obtained in the following form:

cL (1 - TWS)

O W T q I flT +T1 I*/ + T fo£-1\ + 0 SP T Is
(32a)

cT w]

If in the equations (31), (31a), (32), (32a) we replace at* with value 1, we can obtain
equations valid for an equal-pressure turbine and we can make sure that the equation (31)
corresponds to the equation (19) and the equation (32) corresponds to the equation (20).

1.5. Transfer Functions (19),(20),(31),(31a),(32),(32a)

define, in a truthful way, basic characteristics of a controlled system of a hydroelectric
generating set which nust be taken into account in a speed control considering any equal-pressure or
over-pressure turbine. This controlled system also contains many non-linearities which were not
considered to a full extent and which cannot be simplified any way, some of then can be linearized
only in a certain neighbourhood of a working point, some turbines have even two control mechanisms
(e.g. Kaplan turbines), some turbines operate in regions of large head fluctuations, etc. These
facts should be considered correspondingly when designing a control circuit.

If a systei transmission is designated as Pg(s) = n (s)/y(s) and that of a controller as
Fg(s), a control circuit of a speed control can be expressed with a block diagram, as shown in
fig.l.

Ms) . AV t

n'(s)

FR(s)
VI ̂  1

Fs(s)
rR(s)Ts(s) - -

n,(s) " l+FR(s).Fs(s)

Characteristic equation for closed circuit . UF((s).Fs(s) = 0

Fig 1
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2. Mathematical Description of a Synchroneous Generator
of a Hydroelectric Generating Set from the Point of
View of its Control in a Large Capacity ES

A synchronous generator represents a complicated non-linear, multiple-parameter system,
a reliable Mathematical description of which results in a system of non-linear differential
equations of a seventh order. Such kind of a system is difficult to realize for general purpose of
control of its excitation and thus both the effect of transient processes in stator windings and in
an absorber and the non-linear characteristic of a generator magnetic circuit are neglected in
excitation control circuits.

He will consider the fact that multi-pole synchronous generators with salient poles are used in
VE and PVE and when taking into account the fact that hydroalternators connected to ES are
substantially of a lower capacity than that of ES, into which they operate, a design of models can
then be based on a vector diagram of a synchronous machine with salient poles with simple
replacements of ES taking into account only corresponding reactances of the generator circuits and
ES. Fig.2 shows a vector diagram of a synchronous machine with salient poles.

Fig.2 Fig.3 Fig.4

Fig.3 shows simplified models of a synchronous generator connected to ES through lines
connected in parallel or one line with a total reactance of the line x_. Fig.4 shows the same models
of a synchronous generator as those in fig.3 but they are connected to ES through impedances

2.1. A Simplified Model of a Synchronous Generator (SG)
\ Shown in Fig.3a)

In this case, SG is modelled with an electromotive force proportional to an excitation current
of SG (E_), which has the same reactances in both the direct and quadrature axes (XJ = x_).

This model especially meets the conditions of a synchronous machine with a solid hollow rotor.
This model corresponds to a display of physical variables of SG and ES, which is shown in fig.2, in
the case if x,i=x,.f whereas EQ=E , because Id (x^ - x ) = 0.



0 ... terainal voltage of SG; Us fg... voltage and frequency of a large capacity ES,
respectively

xds s xd + V xds'= xd'+ «v
Xj ... transient reactance of SG in a direct axis; 6 ... load angle

The following applies for ES voltage:

-id
U8 = U8e

J = U8(cos6 - j sin6) (33)

The following applies for SG current:

^ " u s ( c o s 6 " 1 si

U.sin6 Ugcos6 - Ba

I - + j ( 3 ) (34)
xds xds '

0gsin6 Uscos6 - E

V ; id ~ <35>
xds xds

The following applies for an apparent power of SG:
E . Us Uscos6 - E

S = E . I = E (I -jld) = -3 sin6 - j ( *-}E (36)
xds xds

Then, the following applies for an active power:

EqUs Eq ' Us
P a —-1— sinfi s Pjjsinfi; PH = — (37)

xds xds

The following applies for a reactive power:

- EJLcos6
Q = -J 2 (38)

xds

The following applies for a terninal voltage of the generator:

W + ̂ d ) 2 ] 0 ' 5 (39)

2.2. A Simplified Model of SG shown in fig73b)

\ In this case, SG is simplified by a replacement for a virtual electromotive force (EQ) and
reacbancy acting in a quadrature axis x_. A vector diagram for SG with salient poles shown in fig.2
applies in this case.

The following relationship is valid between E q and En:

*Q - « q
 + Id <*d *

 xq)
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The following applies for ES voltage:
« •
Us = EQ " J Ixqs' xqs = xq + *v <40)

The
•

Q

The

»
S =

The

P =

following

^ s = ̂ Q "

Ussin5

xqs

Ussin6

i
xqs

following

Egl* = Eg

following

Vs
si

V

applies for
. J6
•v

Ugcos6 -

xqs

Uscos6

' *d
xqs

applies for

(yiid> •

applies for

Lnd ; Q =

SG current:

-Eg

an apparent power:

EQUS . r . ^ s 0 0 8 6 " EQ

xqs xqs

an active power:

2
E n - Ena.cos5

(43)

(44)

The following applies for a terminal voltage of SG:

U = Eg - jlxq; U = [(EQ + I dx q)
2 + ( I ^ ) 2 ] 0 ' 5 (45)

2.3. A Simplified Model of a Synchronous Generator
according to a Diagram Shown in Fig.4 Taking into
Account the Alternative Expressed by a Transient
Induced Voltage of a Generator E' and a Transient
Reactance in a Direct Axis x d ' .

A transient induced voltage of SG can be expressed as follows:

E' = Bq + jEd (46)

Coiaplex iapedances of a line and SG in the considered case can be recalculated according to the
following expressions:

Z2 '
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The following applies for voltage and current vectors of SG:

U = 0 q + ]Hd (49)

I - Iq + Jld <5°)

V U e
I " — - — (51)

zll ZU

An apparent power of SG can be expressed as follows:

S = UI* = (UdId + UqIq) + j(OdIq - 0qId) (52)

whereas the following applies for active and reactive powers:

P s ¥ d + V q ; Q = "d!q • V d <53>
Relationships between voltage and current in a stator winding of SG are determined from the

following equation:

* • - * - V,
Uq = ' R Iq + Eq + x

R ... stator winding resistance (in our case R « x d is considered and thus it is neglected,
whereas the components with R are eluiinated from the equations).

A transient induced voltage in q axis depends on excitation currents of SG:

whereas x^.lb = Bq

(55a)

Ijj... SG excitation winding current;
x^.. autual reactance of excitation and stator windings

E' can also be expressed with an excitation winding fluxpb:

— ph<o (56)

b " . Magnetic flux coupled with an excitation winding
^.. mtual inductance of excitation and stator windings
j... excitation winding inductance
'V angle velocity

Referring to a differential equation of SG excitation circuit:

°bs Vb+ —
dt

1 2



and using the equations (55), (56) the following can be derived:

s vv —v n
dt T KboJ

if
Lab

b b

h Rb

Ujj... SG excitation voltage; Rj, • • • excitation winding active resistance

If the equation (58) is further processed, the following can be obtained:

Xd"

T b ~ - D b . I b . a > - ^ + ( « d - » i ) I d (59)
dt M

Transient induced voltage in d axis can be defined as follows:

—- [E'cospji + Ugcos (5+^12)1 (̂ )

Defining the equation (51) for a stator current in a component form, equations for generator
current components can be obtained after some modifications:

EqCOspu+E^sinjOjj Ugcos (<T +
lq = ''

211 zll

Ejcosjp^- E'sin^jj Ogsin

Id ~ "
zll Z12

For a module of a stator current and a terminal voltage of SG the following can be stated:

(62)

The types of Models mentioned above in sections 2.1, 2.2, 2.3 of a synchronous generator and
its connection to a large capacity ES for the purposes of a control systea of a hydroelectric
generating set can be completed, as required, with other parts which were not taken into account
(damping rotor winding of SG, etc.). See also e.g. [1].

2.4. Synchronous Machine (Momentum) Equation of Motion

An equation of motion is defined by the following expression:

J — = Hn - H (63)
dt

J...moment of inertia
Q...mechanical angle velocity
Hj...driving turbine moment

1 3



H...electrical oooent (including a loss moment)

co= n_Q (64)

to... electrical angle velocity of SG; np.. number of pole pairs of SG

If n_.J.Q0 = T,,,, then the equation (63) is changed into the following fora:

Tffl deo

*r«* - H ; P T •p (65)
~s dt

if SG operates in a parallel operation in ES, then

d6
+— (66)

dt

B-> .synchronous angle velocity of SG, 6...load angle of SG

do) d2Sthen
dt dt2

if \L)B - T.:, the equation (63) will be expressed as follows:

d26

An equation of notion expressed using the equation (67) is used very often. Its solution very
strongly depends on that what kind of a model is used to express an electric capacity P, but at the
sane tine also on that what kind of expression is used to express turbine power output (PT). This
relation expresses connection of a turbine and a generator as a single unit the control of which
oust be designed as a unifomly controlled system.

2.5. A Stability of a Synchronous Generator in
Cooperation with a Large Capacity ES

Let's consider a sinplified nodel of SG connection to a large capacity ES according to a scheme
shown in fig.3a.

More over, we will start from the equation of notion (67) in which the synchronous capacity
will be determined from the equation (37) and it will be completed with an asynchronous component
expressed by the following equation:

Pa8 » D (68)
dt

For an excitation circuit, we will use knowledge nentioned in the equations (55) to (62)
whereas instead of the designationta\ we will introduce SG no-load amplification K^, which is
defined as follows:

14



stator no-load voltage steady value E a o Ib^ab^s ̂ ab^s
~ = (69)

rotor excitation voltage steady value Uj^

The equation (59) will be expressed in the following form:

2 T ( x d s - 4)J *do " V R b * TbV do
dt dt

The following can be written for linearized equations (67) and (70):

d26 d6 B U8
T — - + D + - — sin6 = PT (71)
] ^2 ^ xd8

V " s «P *p EqUs "s
when P = — — sin5 — AP = (—) A 6 + ( ) A E = ~2— COSS OA6 + — . sm6 0AE

*ds ** \ xds xds

d&6 EUg Us

D + -— cos60fc6 + — sin8 &.E. = A P T (72)
dt xds xds

 q

d
T + Tdo !xds - x d s ) ~
dt dt

Ugcos6-E d d s o
Id = -i •*• Ald = A5 + A E = A 6 A E_

^ds ** * \ xds xds

dAE_ d ^gsin60 1
A(Ib . Kfc =AE + TdQ — - 3 + Td0 (xdg - Xdg) — [ A6 - — A E ] (74)

d t d t xds xds

If we express:

' ' TdoV xds " xds> . t
Tdz a Tdo xds /xds? T = ' s i n 6 o

6 xds

•P 08 *P EUS

— sin60; C ^— cosio (76)

the equations (72) and (74) can be expressed in the following fona:

T . 8 .
6

D8 Cp)A5 n4PT - Bp&Eq (78)

and a structural scheme of a synchronous machine operating into a large capacity IS shown in
fig.5 can be designed.
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F2

Fig.5

The following applies for the considered system:

c

A5 H(s) H(s)
(79)

where B(s) + (Tj + + (D • T Bp + C ^ ) s + C p

6
(80)

H(s) is a characteristic equation of the considered linearized model of a synchronous generator
connected to a large capacity ES in a reactance Xy (fig.3a).

A well-known fact results from the equation (79), i.e. if & P T increases, A 6 increases and
if AUjj increasesA5 decreases.

More detailed discussion of a solution to the considered linearized aodel stability, studying
the equation (80), discussion of further complicated models of work of SG in large ESs cannot be
covered in this entry. However, the author's effort was to partially clarify this problem in
a limited extent at least.

2.6. A Stability of SG with a Voltage Controller
Including Consideration of Feedback Stabilization
Loops (SSV-PSS) in Cooperation with a Large
capacity ES

A considerable attention is paid to these issues by experts both in our country and abroad. He
would like to point out to the aaterials [2], [3] by our scientists.

Fig.6
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A structural scheme of a linearized model of SG operating into ES considering stabilizing
feedback loops with a voltage controller with a general transmission FR(s) is shown in fig.6. This
scheme includes a structure of a linearized model shown in fig.5.

The following applies for a snail change of a terminal voltage of SG in the working point (Eao,
6Q) neighborhood:

AO = — .A.6 + — Ala
 a C A5 + BJJAEO (81)

where By and Cy can be calculated from the equation (39), into which the expressions (35) are
inserted instead of Ij, Iq.

The following can be written for a snail change in a stabilizing signal n in the working point
neighborhood:

fin dn
A/r s — A 6 + AE_ = C/IA6 + B/TAE- (82)

A 6 <DEq
 q q

n... stabilizing signal (e.g. generator capacity, slip, ...)
w... transmission function of a filter and a stabilization algorithm of control

ustab = WA" = W A 6 C + Wustab = WA" = W A 6 C + W A B q B

rr n

A characteristic equation of the control circuit shown in fig.6 has the following form:

H(s) = T ^ s 3 + (TjDT^s2 + (D+CpTdz + T Bp)s + Cp + (we - F{Uu)FRFbBpKGo (84)
6 ir

C. Conclusion
The main goal of this entry was to provide a complex mathematical description of a system in

which a conversion of a potential energy of water into a kinetic energy, a kinetic energy into
a mechanical one and a mechanical one into an electrical one takes place in two closely related
phases.

The first phase takes place in a hydraulic circuit with a water turbine the shaft of which is
connected with a rotor of SG. This phase is described in general for a basic principle of an energy
conversion in any turbine the selection of which is done of two basic types of turbines
(equal-pressure and over-pressure ones) and results through a description of static and dynamic
characteristics into an expression of transmissions of a controlled system in which a dynamic
behavior described using differential equations is expressed in an operator form and a general
characteristic equation of a control circuit of a hydroelectric generating set is written. With new
realization objectives of control systems__of_a_ hydroelectric generating set, a special attention
should be paid to a non-linear function Q=f(Y) for an entire range of water Head fluctuations.
Meeting this requirement will result in a use of a corresponding configuration of adaptive speed
controllers the parameters of which should be changed depending on a turbine opening and a head.

The other phase takes place in SG connected to SS or an electrical load, respectively. This
phase is described using differential equations of a stator circuit of SG connected to ES,
a differential equation of an excitation circuit including mutual relationships of both the circuits
and an equation of motion of SG and results into an expression of a characteristic equation of
a control circuit which also contains stabilizing feedback.
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A structural scheme «f a linearized lodel of SG operating into ES taking into account
stabilizing feedback is designed for a snail change in a terminal voltage UAof SG and a snail change
in a stabilizing signals.

It would be preferable, especially for larger hydroelectric generating sets, to nake use of
introduction of a stabilizing feedback from a large change in a stabilizing signal (a parallel line
failure switching off, thus substantially changing ES conductivity and SG capacity, too), whereas
the stabilizing signal would be derived from. SG capacity and its first derivation. Certainly
provided that a corresponding stabilization filter and a special control algorithm (Wx) are used.

Fron the a.n. models of first and second phases of energy conversion, it is clearly visible
that a turbine control and SG control cannot be separated from each other into independent units
because these two components are closely connected into one unit with an equation of notion of
a hydroelectric generating set which is the aost expressly shown up in a control of transient
processes where the most complicated operational states oust be controlled.

Enhanced demands for control quality and stability of hydroelectric generating sets in ES will
also require, except the use of the newest exact methods, introduction of simulation models of
hydroelectric generating sets into a real life for a design of which the knowledge mentioned in this
entry can be used.
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Technically usable priiary hydroenergetic potential in the area of the Slovak Republic amounts
to 7,361 GWh per -far. Actually, tha hydroenergetic potential int?) is used only for 52.i2.

Puapad storage plants utilize a secondary HEP. They sain, electric energy froa potential energy
of diisr, repuiped from a lower reservoir into an upper one.

The largest source in the Slovak Republic utilizing a priiary HEP, is a hydroelectric poser
plant Gabcikovo. The largest source utilizing a secondary HE? is a puaped storage plant Cierny van.

Hydo Power Project GabCikovo
Construction of the hydroelectric potter plant Gabtikovo started in 1978 as a part of a system

of hydro power projects Gabclkovc - Nagyaaros (SVD G-N).

fitter the Hungarian part interrupted its aarfc in SVD G-N, a decision was iade to put a hydro
poser project Gabclkovo, in a high level of construction at that tiae, into operation in 1991 in
a supplementary way in the area of the Slovak Republic. The actual stage was realized according to
the original plan. Damming of the Danube was goved fras a Dunakility profile upwards a river flow
into a Cunovo profile, in which both the banks belong to the Slovak Republic.

The first hydroelectric generating set was put into operation in October 1992. Eight
hydroelectric generating sets have :een in operation in hydroelectric power plant (HPP) Gasclkovo
since December 1975.

iiain objects of the Gabcfkevo hydroelectric power plant:
- HruSov reservoir
- intake channel
- Gabcikovo stage
- waste channel

Hrujav Reservoir

The HruSov reservoir is created by heaving the Danube levei by a supplementary daaaing at
Cunovo. Its purpose is to accumulate Danube flows with a follow-up use of water in Gabclkovo plant
and also to create a deep water shipping path for shipping. An available content of the reservoir is
35 aii, cubic aeters. 6 temporary design of the HruSov reservoir consists of a right hand daa of the
reservoir on the right bank of the Danube, an intake object to a HoSon branch, a weir in an
inundation, Cunovo hydroelectric power station at the *eir, a Heir and an auxiliary gate, a weir on
a by-pass, Danube river channel daaaing, and a left hand daa on the left bank of the Danube.

Intake Channel

The intake channel dams fol'loi* upwithlhe "daas of Hru§ov reservoir and "finish "it "the
plant. The channel is 17 km long, its width varies in a range from 267 to 737 a it its bottom. Hater
is 7.3 to !4.3 a deep in the channel. Materti9hbess of the channel is provided with an
asphaIt-concrete sealing of da/3 slopes and a fail sealing of the bottoa. The channel is dimensioned
to a aaxLiua rate of flow 5,300 s-Vs. An available content within a level swing of 1 a is 11 aii.
cubic meters.

Gjaciirpvn

The stage consists of two sain objects - a hydroelectric power plant and gates. Its purpose is
to utilize tte created head for electricity production and to overcome a difference between levels
in front of and behind the sti95 by vessels in t.ie' gates. A total nusoer of sight hydroelectric



generating units with a total install;:) capacity 720 iffl is installed in the piant.

waste Channel

The waste channel discharges aalsr froa the ffaMikcvo stage i.itu the original Danube act to*. It
is 3.2 ka long. In the sane way as the intake channel, it is also designed as a shipping path.

Technologies! Psiri

8 hydroelectric generating sets 3rs installed in four daubis-blocks in a aachine rooa of the
hydroelectric power plant (VE).
Basic technical data;
- installed capacity 3 s 90 ,1H
- production in an average aqueous year 2,650 GWh
- nuaber of hydroelectric generating sets S
- turbine flow 8 x 413 - 436 a*/sec
- head 12.9 - 24 i

The hydroelectric generating sets irs arranged verticali?. a synchronous generator is connected
with a turbine by aeans of a flange coupling. A support bearing is located directly on a raised
turbine head. The shaft is supported in two guide bearings-, in a lower bearing in a turbine head
extension and in an upper bearing below the generator rotor. Location of the upper guide bearing
enabled an uabrslla design of the generator to be used,

Kaplan turbine has a runner diaaetsr 9.3 a. The runner has four blades of a special high
strength stainless steel.

The hydroelectric generating sets beiong to the largest sites aanufactured in the world.

Power output of the generators is led into two voltage levels froa six generators through an
encapsulated switchgear 400 kV into a knotty line Pcdunajske Biskupice - Syor and froa two
generators through an external switchgear 110 kV into two lines to Dunajska" Streda. Both the voltage
systeas are interconnected with an autotransforser.

VE Gabgffcovo Operation

VE GaMikovo is directly controlled froa a dispatching centre of Vcdne elektrarne Trencin. The
individual hydroelectric generating sets are fully autoaatic. Control is provided by a control and
inforaation systes of the plant. Operation control of the sets aust ensure a safety of vessels
present in the intake and waste channels in a aode of non-peraanent flow resulting froa a change in
a flow through turbines. Thus the plant can start froa a :ero to a full capacity in 30 to 32
ainutes. In the case of an eaergency shutdown of the sets doss of voltage in 400 and 110 kV
switchgears), the sets are switched into an energy-free operation and water flow through turbines is
without energy utilization. An energy-free operation an last far 30 ainutes. The plant can operate
in a peak load operation because there is no balance reservoir built below the plant. The operation
of the plant is ccntinuous and basically it is governed by a flow in the Danube which is also
affected ' by an~~operation~br~a"hydroelectric power plant in Austria. Qperation-niies-ar* set-in
aanipuiation instructions and ire adopted to shipping rsquirsients. The aanipulation instructions
define levels above the plant in relation to the Danube flew. The plant operation aust provide
aeeting the level within liaits ±15 ca. In a period of low flows below 1,200 aVsec, liaits are ±4

Saall hydroelectric power plants HoSo*' and S VII belong to the Oabtikovo hydro power project.

Ihe plant produced 9,i-63 Gtfh of electricity fr*s the beqinniaq ai its operation till ths end of
1996.



Pumped Storage Plant Cierny Wth
The construction of the puapsa storage plant (PVEi Cierny Van started in 1976 and it was put

into operation at the end of l?80.

The sain goal of the PVE Cierny yjh is to aeet the control functions of an electrification
systea of the Slovak Republic :.i conditions of UCPTE, a substitute function in the cases of

cted power outages and a planned electricity production froa repuaping.

ffain objects of PVE Cierny Van:
- upper reservoir
- underground supply conduits and i coaaunication tunnel
- surface hydroelectric pcNer plant
- lower reservoir

Upper Reservoir

The upper reservoir was built as an artificial one without a natural inflow on a plane with in
irregular shape between the valleys af Siely Van and Cierny Van, at an elevation of acre than 1,1:0
aeters above sea level. The reservoir is created by excavations and fill froa liaestones ans
doloaites.

Water slope af the reservoir witn a slope i : 2 and the bottoa of the reservoir have a jacket
asphalt-concrete sealing. Because of a check of possible leakages through the asphalt-concrete
sealing, a drainage systsa led into J control tunnel located along the entire circuaference of
a bottoa of the water siope was ouiit. Rakes, hydraulicaily controlled high pressure valve w.^ and
auxiliary stop logs ars installed in the inflow object of the upper reservoir. An available u?icity
of the reservoir is 3.7 ail cubic aeters and a.water level fluctuation is 25 $ between the
elevations 1,160 and 1,135 aetsrs above sea level.

An access road 7.5 ka long ieads fora Svarfn settleaent to the upper reservoir.

Underorqund SUBPIV Conduits and a CoMunication Tunnel

The supplying conduits represent a connection hydraulic route between the upper and lower
reservoirs. The upper reservoir is connected with a hydroelectric power plant with three underground
araored supply conduits. Internal diaaeter of the conduits is 3.S a and the thickness of a stsel
ar*or is froa 12 to 43 a«. One conduit provides water supply for two hydroelectric generating sets.
A conduit is ended with a ball coupler which provides branching of a single conduit to two turbines
and two pusps.

Coaaunication between the lower and upper reservoirs is provided by a coaaunication tunnel
whereas a lift is installed in its sloped section.

Hydroeiprtric Powpr Plant

A building of the plant is 3 part of a das of the lower reservoir and consists af a aacinne
rooa, asseably block, a block for inspection of transfGraers and a neighboring operation building.

•x A lower structure and also water side representing a ?art of a body of the lower reservoir das
are of a aassive concrete, the u??er building has a steel structure.

Lower Reservoir

A das of the lower reservoir is a concrete, gravitation one with an additional fill on an sir
side. The da* is 375 a long and a double-field outlet object and a bottoa outlet ire a part of it.



Lower rsservo:,' slopes are arranged in a slaps 1 : 5. reinforcaaent of the slopes is frea
aggregates below which triers is a textile filtering layer.

An available voluae of the reservoir is 3.7 ail. cubic leters and a water levsi fluctuation is
7,45 a between the elevations 726 and 733.45 leters above sea level.

Technological Pirt

Sis repuaping vertical hydroelectric generating sats in a three aachine arrangsaet
- a aotorgensrator, a turbine, a puap - ire located in three dauBle-slocks in the aachine rooa af
tfte plant.

Basic technical data:
- installed capacity 6 x 122.4 m + 0.743 HU
- yearly production 1,281 Stih
- nuaber of hydroelectric generating sets 6
- nuaber of dcaestic hydroelectric generating sets 1
- turbine flow 3 x 30 i:</sec
- puap fiow a x 22 iJ/sec
- upper reservoir voiuae 3.7 ail. a3

- aax. head 434 s
- peak tise 5.71 hour
- puaping tise 7.73 hour
- repuaping cycle efficiency 74.3*2

ft synchroneous actorgenerator is directly connected to a Francis turbine. The aotorgenerator is
supported in two guide bearings and in a support bearing iscated above a rotor.

The Francis vertical turbine is supported in tns upper and lower segaent self-lubricated
bearings. A turbine shaft is a two-part one. Its upper part connects a turbine wheel with
a aotorgenerator shaft, whereas the lower part goes through a draft tube and connects a turbine
wheel with a cia» dutch of the pusp. Guide blade pivots are supported in a self-lubricating
housings which prevent water froa being polluted with crude oil products, ft hydraulically controlled
d a w dutch is located between a turbine and a

The accuaulation puap is a single-intake, two-stage one. A supporting bearing is designed in
coabination with a guiding one and is placed on the upper cavsr. A lower guide bearing is placed on
an elbow of the draft tube.

The control equipaent consists of distributor servos, a governor puaping. unit, an
electrodynaaic governor. Ball gates with diaaetsr 1.6 a, designed for dosing up to a full flow on
both directions of water flow, are arranged in front of a spiral casing gate and behind the output
froa a puap side.

A saali Kaplan turbine with a generator with a capacity 763 fcV is designed to utilize natural
water flows of Cierny Vih and also to provide internal electricity consuaption, especially for
"starting the aain hydroelectric generating units at a losrof voltage of the internal-consuaptio/U-

The aotorgenerator capacity is output into 15.75 kV switchgear, through underground channels by
a blcck transforaer in 400 kV switchgear froa there. The ssitchgear is connected to Liptovska Kara
switchgear through an overhead line.

PVE r.igrny Van Operation

PVE is directly control lea by alovensky energeticky dispecing Zilina (the Slovak power
dispatching centre in Zilina!. Operation of respective hydroelectric generating sets is fully
autoaated. Contrcl is provided by i control and inforaation systes of the plant. Operativeness of



setting the PVE into operation :s highly appreciated froa the point sf yi=^ of a dispatcher's
control. Start up frca a rest :o i full capacity in a turbine acd= of operation of tne uncle FVE
takas 70 seconds, start up froa i rest into a puapinq aode of operation takes about 120 second;.

Froa putting the PVE into operation till the end of 1??6, the hydroelectric generating sets
were in operation 145,269 hours in total, including 53,332 hours in a turbine lode of operation,
70,293 hours in a puaping .sods of operation ,and 21,644 hours in a coipensation aode of operation.
Whereas they supplied 5,346 utih in the sains ind they consutei 6,933 Gift of i'uriricity for puapinq,
A nuaber of start ups, which has reached the value 78,441 since putting is to operation, give; an
idea on utilisation of the plant for the systea control. Out of which, the sets started up 36,706
tiaes into a turbine aode of operation, 30,632 tiaes into a puaping iode of operation arid 11,103
tiaes into a coapensation jode of operation.

Utilization of the plant has not been unifori ail the tiae but the highest values were reached
in 1989 when a ysarly production rsschsd the value of 497 GHh. On the contrary, the lowest rurlY
production was in 1996 when it reached the value of 165 GWh.

Conclusion;
Hyjroenergstic potential is a prisary source of energy which is recyclable, i.e. unexhaustaoie

and also ecologically the iost tolsra&ls. Ho wastes or pollution, respectively are produced in its
utilization, there are no requiraaents for iSining facilities or capacities. Construction of hydra
power projects and their utilization bring aore benefits than daaages.

4,473 GHh Here produced in hydroelectric power plants in the Slovak Repuolic in 1996. This
production represents 15,51! of total consuaption of E5 in the Slovak. Republic.
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Technical equipaent of hydroelectric power plants !HPPs) built in river basin Van, aiddls Kran
ana an Danube frca 1936 to 1996 corresponded in its design to the given technology levei and
requireaents for their functions - energy utilization of a hydroenersetic potential and water
functions of waterworks. They were built as run of river, storage and peak-load power stations.
Starting with Uptovska Mara HPP (1975), construction of puiped storage sets (2 i 4? ffH with Oeviazo
turbines) started. Two lachine sets (Kaplan turbines with synchronous generators) were installed in
water-power plants. A three «achine set arrangeaent (a synchronous generator, Francis turbine and
a t»o-sta?e PUSP with a claw clutch) was installed in the puaped storage plant Cierny Yah ii?S0).
The sets in HPP Tvrdosin, HPP BeSeftava, HVE Velke Ko:aalovc9, HVE Gabcikovo and HVE Hoson in
installed norizor.tally in coibination with asynchronous generators. 73 sets with a total instilled
capacity 2,26S.76 BH are operational at present. A schedule of realization is shown in charts .No. 1
and 2 in the annex to this entry. Two hydroelectric power plants - Zilins and Cuftova - are being
built in 1997.

CKB Slanska, Skoda Pkert, faraer IPR Cakovice, with older water-power plants CKD Praha, sut
also Sieaens and foraer BBC are prevailing aanufacturers of equipnent far hydroelectric power and
puaped storage plants. A design of speed governors, excitation sets of generators and control
eleaents of sets and autoaatic systeas of the equipment corresponded in a siailar way to a technical
developaent, too. The original speed governors were of an on-hydraulic type, excitation sets by BBC
ccapany, Skoda Pliert (ail-pressure governors, /18NG - -sagnetic governors;. Autaaatic systeas
underwent a sequential expansion of partial relay automatic systeas up to a ccapiex relay operating
autoaatic systea of a set. Capacity of HPPs and PSPs (puaped storage plants) is lad into different
voltage systeas fros LV (0.5 »H aachine of HPP Tvrdosin), 22 kV, 110 kV UP to 400 kV systeas with
6 sets of PSP Cierny Van and 6 sets of HPP Gabilkovo. In the sa«e ways as the production equipaent,
the equipaent oi LV distribution systea, direct current distribution systsa, JiV and W switchgears
of HPPs and PSPs irs also of a different design and froa different aanufacturers.

Raquireaents for operational functions of hydroelectric power plants were aiso developed with
the development of a power systea of the Slovak Republic, building new sources itneraal and later
nuclear plants). Of the function of run of rivsr HPPs or peak load HPPs, respectively, controlling
functions, functions of a systea reserve (PSP Cierny Vahi took over and since'connection to UCPTE in
October 1995, functions in the area of ?ris&n and secondary controls it use in a peak aode of
operation of selected HPPs in a daily load diagras have been defined.

Together with changes in rsquiresents for functions oi HPPs, a necessary process of repairs and
aaintenance of HPPs and PSPs and a process of aodernization and updating of equipaent have also
occurred; requireaents for environaent protection, aostly protection of rivers against crude oil
products, have appeared. Efforts to aake the use of hydraenergetic potential aore efficient - an
increase in efficiency of production of a priaary electrical energy (optiaaiiration of operational
paraasiers oi sets, but also a change in their hydraulic profiles) and also reduction of the actual
consuaption for productional and non-productional purposes (utilization of idle heat of generators
and potter transforaers), have occurred.

In 60s and 70s, a global concept in directing a technical design of equipaent for HPPs was
unified, a group controi of HPP sets was accepted and a developaent of dispatching and inforsaticn
systsss, and later also a control systea, of HPPs of Vah cascade has started. Rules for unified
systea of aaintenance -and-rspairs—af-.-equipaent_.-..technical extent.of_.Jli»ftC4£iafla 1 aaintenance,
inspections and repairs - were established. Dropout capability of equipaent was unified and jethods
of diagnostic and warning aeasuresents for evaluation of a condition and residual durability of
crucial points of equipaent sere started. But a technical diversity of the equipaent required m
individual approach to a specification of an extent of repairs and aodernization, however the
fallowing aiin priorities of this process have been established, they were proved to be the correct
ones in operational practice:
- an increase in operational reliability of equipaent of HPPs
- an increase in efficiency of a conversion of hydroenergetic potential
- a decrease of rates of personnel of HPPs
- a change to a resote iniorsiiion and control systea enaoiing an effective operation of Van



in E3 system respecting hydraulic relitionsfiips of H?Ps 2f the cascade
- an increase in operabiiity and readiness of the -sets
- an increase in environaent protection
- io introduction at sethods of diagnostic and warms? aaasareaents as a necessary part a' saving

the process of maintenance and repair of the equipssnt sere efficient.

A phasa I of modernization of equipaent of HPPs, replaceaant of voltage governors - use of
analog tyristar governors of SKG type (Skoda fizen), a coapiex automation with consequent anaisg
autoGperatars of HPP, introduction of reaote aeasureaent, indication and control of HPP frca
a centre - a coapany dispatching centre of Vodne eleV. trams Trenc'n - were finished in 70s.

In 80s, a process of replacement of relay autoaatic systeas with ZEPALGG systems (fixed logic)
was started, a coaputeri:ed processing of laintsnancs programs was introduced, use of computer
technology of RPP or SKEP types, respectively in the area of control of technologic processes in HP?
and also in the area of an automated control of a caapany was started. In the area of control
processes, 90s are characterised by introduction of digital technology, use of licroprocessors in
the area of control systess for turbine speed, excitation of generators, sequential autoaates of
sets as a part of distributed control systeas of units af equipment of HPPs and also group governors
of units of HPPs and PSPs.

Use of a aicroprocessor technology m the arsa of dispatching and control systeas was at the
saae tiae also a qualitative step in a control of HPP and ?3P as a unit towards £S systea. An
information and control systea was completed with a corrector af optiaalizatio/5 of a cascade and the
present level of operation control of HPP and P5P correspond to a European standard including
providing control functions of HPP and PS? to an electric systea.

Certainly, introduction of autoaation, development of dispatching and control technology
required, and still requires, a corresponding ievel of a basic production and distribution equipaent
of HPP and PSP - a change to switching equipaent with SFj aediua, to vacuua LV and HV switching
equipaent, aotor driven LV and HV distonnectors, arresters of ZNO types (VHV and HV), replacenent of
older types of transforaers, modification of governors, distribution transforaers, sy-stess of
eiectric protections (continuous process of replacement of relay types and electronic protections
ZPA), introduction of a systea of total aeasureaent of electricity within SE, a.s. (DG C500).

In 1984 - 1995, analog and aicroprocessor governors of turbine speed were coaplated witii
circuits for a function of a prisary control in compliance with UCPTE conditions and HPPs, as
a unit, were adopted to a governor of E5 systea, too. Diagnostic of insulation systeas of generators
and coupons/its of electric equipaent including aeasureaent of earthing and protection systeas of ti??
was brought to a standard level. Development of a aachine diagnostic has started perspective;/.
Vibroaetric measurements with an analysis of nodes of sets have also been introduced in idiiiion to
standard control aeasureaents. Permanent and close co-operation with both technical universities in
the Slovak Republic (STU Bratislava, VSBS Zilina) and manufacturers of equipaent is a basis for
developaent of diagnostic aethods.

Designs of a replaceaent of composite sateriais af axial segments with foils of high-aolecuiar
polyethylenes have also proved in practice (reduction of lass in bearings, increase in a tightness
of distributors - an iaportance at a tiae of accaauiation, including introduction of control
aeasureaents, introduction of monitoring in the area af vibrations of nbdeVcf sets."'Maintenance,
repair and upgrading of equipaent in HPPs and PSPs strictly follows an increase in environment

^protection and a requirement for improvement of the existing state has a natural priority aver an
effective technical design.

Among the most important results, the following snould be aentioned: introduction of oil
separators in all HPPs and PSPs for treatment of waste water froa HPPs and PSPs, introduction of
a lubrication-free support oi loner parts of turbines, continuous tightness control of turbine wheel
hubs and replaceaent of original collar seaiings of pins 2f turbine biades with doubled seaiings,
continuous periodical acnitorinq of xaste water fns Hr? and check for a contents of cruse oil



produces, construction of sealed tints below external power transforaers and finished construction
of treataent plants for rain watar froa transforser areas, preparation of a replacetent of
transformers HV, LV for internal cofisuaption of the equipaent in HPP - a change to dry transforaers,
a strict uss af sealed aeasuring oil transforaers or a change to transformers with SFj aediua in
110 k.V switchqear, a change frca 110 kv low-oil power disconnectors to disconnectors with 0F4
aediua, finishing the construction of treataent plants for waste water froa HPPs and PSPs in the
whole extent of operated hydroelectric power plants, creation of conditions and a perianent control
of manipulation with dangerous wastes resulting in a process of saintenance and repair including
their disposal in coapliance with a valid legislation, peraanent cooperation with a water aanageaent
operator and providing a specified storage of wastes froa treataent of inlets of HPPs and PSPs
including modernization of cleaning aachines of the inlet objects. The level reached in the area of
environaent protection and a condition of equipment in HPPs and PSPs are also a prove of a positive
response of results froa the control activities of respective institutions in environaent protection
which state a substantial increase of the condition within the last five years which, binds to
strictly continue in the accepted program.

(lain goals in the area of operation, repairs and aodernization of HPPs and PSPs for future
period of tiae are given by the goals of changes being carried out in SE, a.s. projected into the
conditions of operation of HPPs and PSPs. The goal is to have HPPs and PSPs operated with a ainiaua
operational personnel which requires to finish a process of modernization of autoaatic systeas and
dispatching control technology with an eaphasis placed on the area of sensors and power control
eleaents of sets and distribution equipment, to finish building of an effective aooitoring of
vibrations of nodes of the sets of HPPs and PSPs (Koapass systea by Bruel and Kjaer coapany used in
HPP Gabcfkova, the systeas realized in HPPs Tvrdosfn, SeSeitova", Nosice, Ilava, Hriccv, Povafska
Bystrica, etc.), to finish building of a reaote control through sequences of distribution equipment
of HPPs and PSPs (with operator-free plants), introduction of technical equipaent into the area of
protection of objects of HPPs and PSPs (electronic protection built in HPP Gabcfkovo and PSP Cierny
Vah), developaent of diagnostic methods and warning aeasureaents as aeans for increasing the
efficiency of repair and aaintenance processes - to continue in a process of enforceaent of
a sufficiently effective aaintenance of equipaent in HPPs and PSPs keeping their high operational
reliability.

~ A process of aodernization of nodes of equipaent of HPPs and PSPs has been extended lately to
cover all pieces of equipment of HPP aiaed at an increase in effectiveness of HPP as a unit. Turbine
wheels of selected HPPs were replaced in the past, replaceaent of iapellers of puaps of machines in
PSP Cierny Vah started at present and a complex aodernization of our oldest KPP Ladce (1936! is
planned aiaed at an increase in absorption capacity of water turbines with an increase in their
efficiency. The process of increasing the efficiency of the existing units without substantial
construction changes in blocks of turbines gives also an economic acceptability to the aentioned
approaches from the point of view of both the gained installed capacity and electrical energy
production compared to an option of building a modern hydroelectric power plant (HVE) and it is also
•ore acceptable froa the point of view of environaent protection than newly built HVEs.

All of the technical changes, a process of increasing the use of a hydroenergetic potential and
also environaent protection are being realized and will be realized only by high quality workers.
Thus a program of transition to a more effective provision of activities with simultaneous increase
in qualification and multipurpose use of laborforce is a part of the equipaent development prograa.
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This entry deals with a description of passiDiiities of energetic utilization of so far not
ussd sections of uin streaas, it does not cover possibilities z' construction if hydroelectric
power plants an sorder streass and less iapartant itreaas in the eastern part of the alo'-ak
Republic.

River
Locations, description and problems o* not used sections of the river Van. Schesss af possible

utilization of respective sections, their advantages and disadvantages.

It results fros a cospanson of possible and prssent utilization of the river Van, that we
still have about 421 of a no: used potential available in its sasin. About 51 of which is
^presented fey VD (hydro power project/ Zilina which is under construction at present. Seaaining
aiaost 371 is hidden in so far not utilized but sufficiently prospective sections of the river Van
at which this entry is aiaed.

On a lower section of the river Van fro* a watsrsaeet with the Danube, after building VD
Kralova, the energetic use is very coaplicated especially due to an uncertainty in existence of VD
Sasyaaros or a project which could replace it, respectively. This area is aiso threatened ay efforts
at an exclusive utilization of the river for navigation purposes.

A not used section representing about 170 GHh/year (51) is above VD Krafova up to VE
(hydroelectric power plant) Jladunice. Utilization of this section is in a phase of preparation of VD
Seretf-Hlohovec, in which the «ain effect, except the electric energy production, will be water
surposes including sailing the river navigable.

If we do not include VD Zilina, which is under construction, siong not used sections, then next
section with a possibility^ to gain about 150 GNh/year (4.J! is ihs section froi the end of
a backwater of the reservoir 'Zilina up to VE Lipovec.

A section froa the reservoir Krpefany up to V£ Beleitovi which represents about 166 GHh/year
(52) is a next one. This section can be used by a systea of 17 low river stages.

The res3ining part of a technicaliy usable hydruenergetic potential (HE?) of the river Van is
related to other partial basins (the river Van above Liptovksa far&> the rivers Orava, Sitra,
Kysuca, etc.). A scheaatic longitudinal profile of a proposal af utilization of HEP of ths river Van
is shown in fig.l.

The River Van Section between VD Kral'ova and VE
Madunice

Brief description of a present stiie of the ires in question

The irei in guestion is located in a fluvian plain of the river Van streaa iiaited by the towns
Seraf and Hlohovec in a streaa section between the river kiioaeters 76.0 and 101.9 ia aouth of
a waste channel of - VD fadunics), ahicn ..represents . 25*?. ..ia of the original strsaa. Froajhe_
hedroenergetic point of view, ths VD Sersa1-Hlohovec is iiaited by VD Hadunice and VD Kra'ava.

The whole streaa section is protected against large waters with a daa an the right side. This
^isa uniquely det?raines the area of a right bank inundation. The left bank inundation is, except
i short section below the town Hlohovec, bordered *ith slopes of Nitriafiska pahorkatina. The
inundation, except the forests, has an agricultural use.

The shole section of the s-.rsas, and also the inuudaticns, are characterized by husan
activities, such as streaa changes, gravel sining, agricultural production, etc. Both the "uaan
activities and a natural idiviiy of the strea* nave signed theaselves on slope oeforaations of



Nitrianska pancrkatina nearly in the 4hole sscticn in question. Tzmin altitude in a near vicinity
varies froa 122 to 140 aeters above sea isvei ;5?v.j.

Technical design Concept

Vne basic conditions predetermining the,concept of VD Sersa'-KJshovec are as fallows;
- 3 gross head given by an upper operational level of ¥0 Krjl'ova (122 to 124 aeters above se* level!
ind the rswirsi lower level of VO •lacu-ica 1141.10 asters abavs sea level).

- shipping path of a required elm £-21
- HEP utilization
- evaluation of an underground water iods
- evaluation of a soil fund bite
- territory protection against large waters
- siniaaiizatian of a building and technological work and also the sits iaad iue. to construction
- evaluation of a recreation potential in the area

Two basic alternatives of the VB, i.e. derivative and river ones, are being evaluated froa the
point of view of environaent protection at present.

Table 1.

Hydralogic conditions
Profile Basin area Course of large waters

ka2
1 3 10 20 50 100 years

First class rod 10,379 913 1,375 1,534 1,710 1.913 2,060 a^-i
Seref-Sintsva

• VD Sered'-Hlohovec - alternative 1

VD Sered'-Hlchovec (fig.2 - a derivative schese? consists of the following aain objects:
Siiidic? reservoir - starts with an iatlcn into a supply channel and a Siladics weir and ends

in a place of a aouth of a waste channel of V'E iiadunice into ths river Vih. The reservoir is 10.02
<a long. The reservoir is daaied on both sides with a crest at the elevation 142.60 aeters above sea
ievel 8pv.

Fig.2. A Proposal for Utilization of the Rivsr Vih Hydropotential !SEReB-HLQHQVEC section; the river
kiloaeters 64.025 - 107.000.

The aain function of the Siiadice reservoir is to ensure a present levei in the tewn Hlohovec
when large waters pass through, to create a voluae to enable a tandea operation with VE ftadunice and
to enable fulfilling of all of the landscape shaping functions (fauna, flora, recreation,
aicrodiaate).

Different pieces of infrastructure (water pipeline, gas pipeline,-crude oil pipeline) are .lad.
across the designed reservoir which sust be taken into account during the construction.

Siiidice neir - the weir profile is designed in a channel of the river Van at the river
x^loaeter 99.800. The weir will have five fields wide 16 a each or four fields wide 22 % sac.-,
respectively. A daaaed height is i a. A ssgaent with a shutter is designed as a daasing structure.

A biocorridor is considered to se buiit in the right hand site aiuteasnt of the weir.

A regenerating flow in the Mount -:f 7 a^.s-s which will ae used by a ssall hydroelectric power
plant (ME) will be discharged into the original channel. Road access to the villages Vi^ahrady nad
VihoB and Dvarniky froa the village Siiidice will be provided by building a bridge across tne *5ir



and a tunnel below the supply channel.

The supply channel - total length cf the sappl/ channel is 5.* ka. A cross section consists of
a sodified trapsioid with a bottoa wiath 45 a and a slops gradient 1:2 up to the elevation 140.40
a above sea level and 1:? up to the elevation 141.60 s above sea level. The crest of daa is at the
elevation 142.60 i above sea level. The water part of ths dais in the section with the slope 1:9
Mill be changed as for the vegetation. A,stabilizing part of the body will be changed by an
additional fill of a varying shape enabling vegetation cnanges, In the places in which the
aorphoiogy and stability of slopes of Nitriansica pahorkatina enable it, the route nil! approach so
that the left hand side daa would be integrated with these slopes.

The channel feattoa copies the actual terrain nearly along its entire length. » foil ms
designed as a sealing elesent for entire length, of the channel, i.e. both the bottoi and slopes.

Seref hydraulic node - the hydraulic node nas designed on the left bank of the river Van at the
kiioaeter 5.480 after considering the terrain configuration and slope deforsations on Mitriansica
pahorkatina. It consists of a VE and a gate (PK). The VE is located to the right into the PK and
fraa a building point of view, it is designed for installation of two vertical Kaplan turbines with
an absorption capacity 2 x 150 a^s- 1 and power output 2 s 23.5? HH. Assuaed average yearly
electricity production is 169 GHh. The gate is designed with saraaeters of £-21 class. Its utility
ground pian diaensions are 24 s 110 a with a depth providing navigation of ships with a draught of

Uiste channel - this object hydraulicaiiy connects the -hydraulic node of VD Ssre<f with
a reservoir of VD Kralova". The path of the channel was selected outside the original river channel
with respect to abandon a slide ir<n to the north of a village Sintava.

A coabination of the channel with aeanders of the original river channel creates conditions for
suitable assesbiy of different ccsaurdties of fauna and flan. The inundation arsa will ae cospleced
with a . network, of bridges (a road bridge, fact bridges and bridges for cyclists! and a port for
sporting vessels for activation of the nhols path of the saste channel as a recreation arsa for the
town Sered1.

The length of the waste channel is 5,535 a.

The river ¥&h sod if ic at ions in the section Siladice-Sere'j - a function of the old river channel
will be partially changed due to building the supply channel. At the tiae when flows in the river
Van are less than the absorption capacity of the hydroelectric power plant, a flow of 7 a 3^" 1 will
be additionally supplied into the old river channel. At the tiae of large flows, the old river
channel aust be able to safely pass tnea.

Rescue of slasps - rescue af slope deforaations is -irq^i in ihe sections with active slaaps
also outside the scope of an actual preparation of VD Sere?.

* VD Sered'-Hlohovec - alternative 2

Alternative i! Hig.3 - a river scheae) of VD Sere*-cavers--a-river variant with HE? utilization-
in three stages. This alternative, in the saae was as ihs preceding one, is based on a tandes
operation with VD Hadunice. Absorption capacity of these plants is also 300 a^s* 1.

x Arrangeaent of the stages is based on a requirsasnc for reduction of a difference between the
levels in a reservoir and beiow the stage relates to the existing level aode and also on
a requireaent ainiaaiization of surfaces of the reservoirs so that daaaad levels did not run out of
the original channel of the river Vah. Based on this criteria, the individual river stages were
designed in the following profiles:
- river kiioaeter 80.550 - Dolny Cepen
- river kiioseter 90.200 - Zelenice



- river siiaaetsr 96.600 - 3ule«Jvo

Farjastsrs, layout anc also the techricsi design of the aain suiidini] objects in ail tha stages
are the ;aae. Assuaed yearly praduc::an of electric energy is 134.5 GWh in total.

Fig.3. A proposal for utilization of hydropctsntial of the river Van (SERED-HL0H0VEC sectiart) the
river kilaaeters 64.025-107.000 (status af preparation c- 1996).

Possibilities _of utilization of the section from VE
Lipovec to VD Zilina

The section of the river Van fors VE Liocvac to the end of daaaing of a reservoir of VD Hriiov
is about 25 ka long.

ft aode of utilization of the section of the river Van frca the south of the river Varinka to
the reservoir of VD Hricov was defined by starting the construction of VD Zilina in 1994. The
reaaining not used section of the river Vah fraa VE Lipovec to the and of a daasmg in the reservoir
at V'Q Zilina is about 12 ka long. A gross nut essd head between a loner level of VE Lipovec and the
saxinua leyel in the rsservoir of VD Zilina is about 20.6 a.

The section can be used in several technical realistic schesss (scheaes with PVE (puaped
storage plant) Jicskora are not considered):
- m t h one large stage located below the railway bridges at the fcilaaetsr 264.25 (StreinaJ according

to the design froa 1964 [13 or fros 1985 E2J and froa 1938 E33.
- with one large stage located above the railway bridges at the kiloaeter 266.05 'Starhrad)
according to the design froa 1985 [2] and 1938 C33.

- with one liddle iarge stage located below the railway badges at about the Uioaeter 264.95
(BezbudsW Lucia) according to the design froa 1992 [4h

- with t»o aiddle large stages according to the design froa 5985 E2] and 1988 [3]. The first was
located above the railway bridges at the kiloaeter 266.06 {Stsrhrad) and the other was located
below the railway bridges at the kiioaeter 264.25 (Streino).

- with two saail stages according to the design froa 1992 [43. The first one was located in
BoaaSiansky aeander at the kiloeeter 267.50 and the other salon the railway bridges at the
kiloaeter 264.95.

Based on the evaluation of geologic conditions and especially an ecological evaluation of the
site C51, two variants of energetic utilization of this section C6] were proposed in 1995 (tab.2).

* Variant 1 - utilization of the section with one stage
(fig.4).

The Nezbudska Lucia is located at the kiicaeter 264.95. i.e. 790 a below the lower railway
bridge. The upper level is considered to :e it the elevation 364.00 aeters above sea level. A »eir
with three fields wide 16.5 a each is located in a tapping on the right side af the river Van
channel. VE with_two direct-flow Kaplan turbines with an absorption capacity 110 a3.s-1 each is
designed on the left side of the weir.~A Vater'daaaing"created above the stage reaches as far as the
beginning of OoaaSiansky wander, i.e. into a distance of about 4,500 a. On the right side of the
flow, the level is directed into the original channel oi the rivsr Va!? by aeans of a protective das
aijout 1,500 a long, which follows up with the right infioa wing of the weir. On the left side of the
river channel, there is a peraanent overflowing of a part of the area between the road ana the left
bank in the lower half of the DoaaSinsfcy aear.der. Deepening of the river channel by 1.5 a to the
elevation 353.00 aeters above sea level is considered beic-s* the stage. The deepening is acout 1,200
A long. A road bridge is being built izr-m the *eir and the V£ to connect both the banks. A watsr
fciocorridor about 1,550 a long is designed along the right side of the VE.



rig.4. A proposal for utilization of hydropotential a? i:he rivsr vah (HRICOV-LIPOVEC section) the
river kilosetars 245.i0-273.44 (status of preparation by 1996;.

* Variant 2 - utilization of the section with two
stages (fig.5).

The first stage Starhrad is located at-the uloseter 266.02, i.e. 200 i above the upper railway
Sridgs. The upper level is considered to be at the elevation 3-57.00 aetsrs above sea level. S *sir
with four field's wide !6.5 i each is located on the right side of the rivsr Van channel. V£ with two
direc:-flcw Kaplan turbines with an absorption capacity ilO s-.s-1 sacn is designed on the left side
•if the weir. A water daaiing created above the stage reaches as fir as the iciloaetsr 270.5 of the
length jeasureseni of the river Yah, i.e. to a cistance of about 4,500 s. On the right side af the
flew, the level is directed into the original channel of ths river Van by aeans of a protective daa
about 500 i long which follows up with the right inflow wing of the weir. On the left side of the
channel there is a persanent overflowing of a part of the area between the road and the left sank
along the entire length of the Daiaiinsky wander.

The second stage Nezbudska Lucka is located at the Siiloseter 264.95. basic description of this
stage is the saae as that one in the variant 1 provided that the isvei in the reservoir is designed
at the elevation 361.00 aeters above sea level. » water biocorridor is designed on both the sides of
the V0.

Tab. 2.

Basic energetic parameters of VE
Faraaeter

Absorption capacity
flax, net head
Installed capacity

33.3-1

a

m

Variant
^ezb.Lud

220
9.24
13. S

1
ta

Variant 2
Starhrad
220
5.3
11.0

Nszb.Lucka
220
6.37.
13.0

Available capacity BK 17.4 10.9 12.0
Average yearly production GUh 54.3 34.0 37.9

Fig.5. A proposal for utilization of hydropotentia! of the river van (HRICOV-LIPOVEC section) the
river kiloaeters 245.aO-27S.46 (status of prsginlian. by 1996/.

* Mode of operation of VE

The hydraulic «ode of the designed VEs is affected by a yearly aode of accuaulating reservoirs
Liptovski Hara and Qrava and a daily aode of the reservoir KrpeZany. The designed VEs do not have
reservoirs designed for daily control of flows. With respect to increased requiresents for
environment protection, a flax acde of VE with a constant level was considered.

A daily sode of flows in a profile of the designed VE is a variable daily aode of the cascade
of VEs Krperany-Sufany-Lipovec and a steady one corresponding to Lateral water inflows froa a basin
between the weir in Krpefany and the profile of VE.

Energetic Utilisation of the River Vah between Besertova
and Krpel'any.

The section between the existing VDs BeSenova and KrpeFany (upper Van III) in a total length
about 35 ks with a gross head of about S5 s provides i yearly production of electric energy of aSout
166 GUht. tnergetic utilization of this section of tne river Vah has seen studied since 70s and the
following three basic variants have been evaluated:
1. Left hand side derivation considered to guide water froa the river Via through a left hand side

tunnel. Output was considered in the reservoir Solcavo. This basic scheae also covered
possibilities of building PVE with large accuauiaung reservoirs Vikolfnec and tubacr.fla.



2. Sight hand 5::s derivation considered ta guide water froa the river Van through a tunnel in the
right hand side roc*, blocs into a basin af the river Qrava.

3. A systes or sight river stage; niih a relative height <7 to 13 a) and a total ihssrpuon apicity
160 to 200 aJ.s"1 (peak-load vEs).

nt the end of 50s, opinions an an energetic utilization of this section of the river Va"n
stabilized on river stages with substantial!:/ iower heads which aeaat a larger nuaber of stages in
its utilization, in ;?91, also the height of stages was finally stabilized on about 5 a by
preparation of a proposal far a typified stage 171.

Sits characteristics

The section of the river Van between VDs Krpelany ana SeJeftova is along the whois length
1 is:ted by a tint class road I/IS Zili.oa-Poprad on one side and iiy the aain east-wsst railrani
(Kosice-Zilinaj on the other side. This specific location of both the tain coaaunication paths
Bordering the river Van streaa in a relatively narrow vicinity in combination with residential and
industrial built-up areas in an ijaediate vicinity of the rivsr Vah required regulation changes in
the river Vah. These changes started at the end of tha last century, left hand side bar.it slope
acdifications in a cadastral territory of the village P.ojkov in a length of 260 a in 1899. At
present, a section of a total length 11,837 a out of the total length of about 35 ka, i.e. about
342 or the length, is regulated on one side or both sides, respectively, .lore aver, a total aaount
of 1,974 a of protecting earth dais sax. 3 i high is built in the area of RuJoaberoL 9 bridges and
footbridges in total were required to be built across the river Vah in construction of
a coasumcation network.

Hydrclcgic docusentatian

Flaws accoriinq to a twenty year operation of the dsh-ftovi reservoir were evaluated for
a design of individual stages and based on a previous eptiaalization, a proposed absorption capacity
On of IWE in tha following three sections is considered:
- section I - the ri'^r Van above Revuca Qn = 40 a'.s-'
- section ii - the river Vai» above Orava On = SO aJ.s-1

- section H I - the river Vah at Kralovany profile On = 90 a^.s"1

.4 concept of a technical desiqn:

n proposal for energetic utilization of the section of the river Vah in question is based on
the following rules:
2. I'm existing cbaraclsr of the flows affected by the balanced reservoir BeSeitoya will not be

changed thus a flow character of the stage is considered.
2. Leveling of the levels of individual stages will be designed so that a not required daaaing of

levels would occur at increa?ei flows.
3. If required, the channel will be deepened so that the underground water level would not be

reduced excessively whereas the noraal operation of !1V£ will create stabilized levels with
a ainiaua fluctuation.

Tab.3,_

List of basic data on individual stages.

Stage

Zrilovazy
Sojkov
3tankovany
Lusochtia
Hubovi

Capacity
iiiw)
3.30
2.37
1.78
1.53
1.53

Production
(OWn/year;
26.43
12.91
9.76
3.10
8.19

Average flow

79.4
42.6
42.6
40.2
40.0



bvoscv I
SvoSov II
Hrboltova
Cernovi
Sybarpoie
Rufoaberak
Liskovi I
Liskcvi I!
UiChttOVi I
Ivachnova 11
Ivachnova III
Lipt.Tepli

1.62
1.62
2.05
2.25
1.46
1.16
1.20
1.22
2, OS
1.14
1.14
1.46

S.50
S.44
i0.53
11.72
9.09
7.38
7.24
4.89
10.33
4.37
6.29
7.67

«0.0
3S.3
39.6
39.3
33.?
32.4
31.6
31.4
31.0
30.3
30. a
30.1

In total 29.13 165.94

4. The prssent stats will not become worse due to flows of flood levels through individual stages.
5. Profiles of individual stages will he designed in the locations in which a building site can bs

dsvsiopeo.
6. Siting the land except the lard belonging to Povodie Vahu will be Biniaized.
7. Profiiss of individual stages mill be located so that interests of environeent protection Mould

be injured ainiaally.
8. Zones of protective bank vegetation covers will be designed as a replacement for partial

liquidation of bank covers and they nil! be suitably coapieted with traced fishways to preserve
possible Jigradon of fish.

9. The level will not be dassed excessive!)' close to residential built UP areas of villages
extending directly to the river banks.

Sitqe lac it ion design

ttccordinq to the chancier of the irsi through xhicft the river va/> runs, the section in
question can be divided froa the point of view of location of the stages as follows:
- a section of Liptov basin, location of the stages - Lipt.Tspla stage, Ivachnova H I stage,

Ivachnova II stage, Ivachnova I stage and Liskova II stage
-"the section of an intraviiane of the town Rufoaberofc: location of the stages - Lieskova I stage,
Kuiosberofc stage, Sybirpole stage and Cernova stage.

- the section of the river Van below Rufoaberok up to^a riversaeet with the river Drava: location of
the stages - Hrboltova stage, Svos"ov II stage, Svo5ov I stage, Hubova stage, Huboch^a stage,
Stankovany stage and Rajkov stage.

- the section below tfte riversaeet with the river Orava: location of Kralovany stage.

The scheaes of the stages are shown in fig.6 and 7 and a list of basic data of the stages is
shown in tab.1.

Absorption apacities of HVEs

Absorption capacity of turbines «as derived fro» the absorption capacity of the turbines in 3VE
BeSeftova taking into account the side water inflows especially of the rivers Revaca and
Lu^ochnXiftkarrnTdnsIderatidns'about operation of HVE in this section of —the river Van, it should
be realirsd that VE Beseftcva which is controlled by PC VET will be the governing VE of this group of

•,I1VES 'without taking into account their nuaber). Its operation is affected by the functions of VD
Besefiova as a 'balancing" VD far PVE L. Sara and VDs through which the flows at VEs of the Vah
cascade are affected froa the reservoir L. Hara.

The first work of an environasntal character was carried out in this section in 1991 ana 1992
which consider; this designed systea of HVEs as a unit, especially froa the point of view of an
ecoiagy, as non-acceptable, but it also states that the unfavorable effects aentioned above do not



have to occur in a successive, ecologically conoiticnetS construction of several selects* stagas.

The stages *eri givided into the fallowing fcur categories:
- suitable for realization: i stags
- conditionally suitable for realization: 3 stages
- conditionally suitable - troublasose: 4 stages
- unsuitable at present conditions: 4 stages t

Relationship xith i rail**? line

Nearly the whole area of the upper river Van III in question is in an itsediats contact with
a railway line of the sain railway Line Cierna nad Tisou-hlina. A possibility of construction of
a new railway line :far a niqher speed) even after construction of HVE was praved when devaluating
the design of co-existence of sodernization of ZSS network and the ?m?irs<l MVEs.

fiwrer output froa M

Possibilities for output of the power froi JIVE in the section of the river Vah III were studied
separately. Local 22 itV and 110 kV Lines are available for power output.

Possibilities of connection of iiVE into a distribution network were analyzed provided that all
.WEs exist in this section, i.e. soaenaw a final state.

Analysis of the problea of poster output froa HVEs built in this region pointed out to a need of
a close cooperation between the operators of HVEs and a distribution coapany to which desanding
situations froa the point of view of operation arise due to connection of HVEs iaven one by one)
which can affect ecofloiic relations wnsn selling energy froa these sources.

River Hron
The river Hraa, in its length af a streat 240 ka with a grass hydraulic head 400 *, offers 741

GHh/year of technically usable hydroenergetic potential. Respecting the environment protection
requiretents, stated in a law an environaent protection, these parameters cannot be taken into
account. That was the reason why sesigns of energetic utilization of the river acceptable froa the
point of view of environment protection were prepared at present.

Site characteristics.
Hydralogic conditions.

The river Hron, in the^sectian between Kozarovce and Tlsaie, runs through so called Slovak gate
between vaiunic spurs af Stiavnicke vrchy and Xozailovske vf$ky. The river Hran runs into a wide
alluvial flat with a seandering channel behind this section. High banks are eroded in concave
sections and aateriai deposits occur in convex sections, in this section, the Hron channel is 50-iO
a wide at the bottca and has a capacity up to a bank line Si - Qjr. At larger flows, water runs out
of the banks and floods the left bank area between the river Hron and the channel ?snc. The right
bank is located -highar. Large waters culainats above Levies,.then they decrease.as far as the south
due to insufficient inflows. The largest flows are in spring and the lowest ones ire in autuan in
a long ten average. Velfce Kozarovce and Hotova reservoirs are built in the river basin and
"construction of Slatinka water reservoir is being prepared. The reservoirs will provide a water
supply for the *am consuaers JE inuciear power plant) Rochovce and irrigation.

Flow characteristics of tns river Horn in Kilns profile.
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Underground uatsr aode.

It is heavily affected by a relationship saong seoaorpRoIoqic conditions, geologic structure,
hydrology of the river Hron, precipitation and huaan activities. General direction of flew is
identical with the direction of a streaa flow. Drainage affect of the river Hron is negligible.

The original natural -tcde was heavily affected by extensivs changes in the streae, construction
si drainage channels, puapisg fara the nsliz and construction of hydro ?msr projects.

Changes in the channel and gravei sining exessding water transportation of bottoa scours caused
a river erosion which results in deepening a? the river channel.

The hydro power project Kozaalovce divided the rive-' mta two independent sections, however
having a different character as far the naturai environment. This was also the way how their design
*as approached to.

Lower section.
Vef.v.e Kozarovce - south.

Original designs of a continuous utilization si the river Hron joined several iapcrtant
technical and ecanoaic interests: protection of an agricultural land fund against floods, protection
of intravilans, gravel sining froa the river Hran, water consuaption for industry, etc. These
interests are sore or iess colliding with e.nvironaent protection and that was why neither power
engineers considered a continuous utilization of the lower section of the river Hron.

However, acute lack of available water for the countryside in the surroundings of the river is
a key problea at present. Growing drought and level decrease in tne river Hran due to changes of the
river channel causes depletion and fading away of about 1,000 hectares of aeadow florists, depletion
of abandoned branches cut froa the river which has a character of a super regional boicorridar and
is a backbone of ecological stability af the Levice region.

With respect to the fact «enticn;d above, the technical changes srs required which ire nasd at
the following:

\- to locally raise the rivsr Isvsis and neighboring underground water
- to enable seasonal run of the water frsi the river Hron out of the banks
- to aa'se the dry branches fiowabls
- however, to ainiai:; consequential ne-;=:iv5s during these changes, such as ainisahzaticn sf
dasaing, construction of biologically acceptable fishwsys, etc.

After several unsuccessful attsapts to design ana realize such goals without an energetical
ass, the sections which would aest botn the jcalcgical and energetic rsguirsaents were ;;i»ctsd ir



cooperation of i teas of ecoiogists and technicians directly in the countryside. A zanbination of
intsrasts of ecology and poser engineering is the only real say at present to says an acosystea of
the lower river Hron. However, these investaents will bs provided nearly below the levei of acsnoaic
acceptability without an appreciation of the ecological benefits.

Based on these ecological rules aentioned above, the firs; lost explicated sections were
selected which still be designed by construction of river stages with an energetic utilization
Vozofcany, Sarovce, Tura, HaruSova, Novy Tekov.

To aset the ecological raquiraaents during the preparation of the construction of water stages
will be passible only at a price of a technically acre demanding design. Thus first of all, it sill
be necessary to ieasure the actual bottoa as for the height, sashed banks of the sain channel, in
the profiles of inflows and outflows of branches and bottoas of the branches specified far taking
thet flcwabla. Then it will be possible to define an upper levei and thus also the heads in
individual stages.

The lower stages Kaaenica and Kaaenin are a special case. The lowest stage Kaaenica can be
built only in the case if the VD Nagyaaros is not built.

The Kaaenin stage the sain function of which is a water function - water supply for irrigation
in a lower river Hron, will be built in cooperation with a water aanagsaent investor.

According to the aaterials available so far, the paraaetara of the stages were specified as is
shown in a tabie.

Table of paraaeters for respective stages.

Itas

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
S

Stage Rase

Kasenica
Kaaenin
Voickany
Sarovca
Tura
Harulova
N.Tekov
V.Kozaaiovce

Average
rate of flow

55.1
54.7
52.7
52.0
52.0
5i.o
51.6
51.4

Max.
head

a
6.1
5.1
4.9
3.5
4.2
4.3
4.0
7.7

Absorption
capacity of
turbines
a-\s-i
40.0
40.0
60.0
51.0
60.0
54.0
54.0
34.0

Installed
capacity

•NW

2.71
2.15
i.74
1.09
l.«
1.32
1.2?
5.23

Average
yearly
'production
GWh
12.44
9.2i)
3.63
5.83
7.43
7.07
6.91
24.50

Upper section: Ve!ke Kozarovce - Brezno

In a siaiiar way as on the lower section of the river Hron, the possibilities of realization of
river stages with (WEs and their locations were studied so that they seat certain water, ecological
and technical paraaeters provided that the neqitive effects on environaent are ainisized. It was
proved that the concepts of utilization of the river Hron with large reservoirs (Hlinik, Laooaer,
Kranska Dubrava, etc.) designed so far are difficult to realize due to a iarge.iapact on
environient. In the described proposal of a concept of SVEs, tire goal was to take use of a natural
hydropotential of the river Hron in an acceptable extent. In this section, the needs to solve
ecological probleas of the area act in a lower extent, an the other hand it should be protected even
if due to cantinuaus aGdifications of the rivsr chir,mlt i.q. ir, the areas of liir m i Hrono*,
Vikanava and Zvolsn, the natural river channel has been destroyed.

Hydroiogic conditions.

The whole section of the river Hron froa Srezno to Zvoisr. has a natural hyirologic aode. It is
slightly affected by Hriftova and iiofovi reservoirs seia* tna taw ax ivalen mi it can also -be



substantially affected by Siatinka reservoir in future. These rssarvoirs have only an insignificant
positive influence for ens systes of (WEs.

.Neraai flows of the river Hran run through a cuvette of the river channel. Larger Haas run out
of the banks and thus the streaa is liaited with daas in soae sections.

flow characteristics of the river Hron in Sansfca Bystrica profile.

Average daiiy flows 9 la-.s"1) exceeded N-days in a year.

90

62-0135,0

130

19.6

270 355 364

12.2j 7.53 5.88

Flows 3 ia3.?"1) repeated once in N-years.
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50
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100
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Technical design of the stages.

Head and flsw conditions in this section are siaiiar in individual profiles. Thus it is
possible to repeat the technical design of the stages which is preferable troa the econoaic point of
view.

A stage consists of a aachine rcoa of MVE, located nsar the closer daa as a rule, a daaaing
object - a weir with a acsile daaaing structure. The weir; will be by-passed it water runs out of
the banks. The MVE aacfTine rooa is protected with an upper structure at greater flows and is
accessible froa the air side cf the daa. A concrete pillar with a gravei gate is between the weir
and HVE. A fislmay in a fora of a short bioby-pass will fee designed round the stage on the left side
of the weir in an inundation which can also be used for boating.

Heads in the stages vary froa 2.5 to 5.0 a, thus the direct flow Kaplan turbines with
a horizontal axis providing a ainiaalization of the building part of JIVE are designed in the aachine
rooas of HVEs. Three or four aachines are installed in HVEs according to the flow conditions. The
turbines will drive asynchronous generators. HVE power output will be led into 22 fcV public
distribution network.

A finai proposal of the concept of water energy utilization which can be considered as
a balance of the interests of water aanagesent, power engineering and environment protection is
shown in the following table.



Table of paraaeters for respective stages.

Itss

1
2

3
4
5
6
7

a
9
10
1!
12
13
14

i

Stags nans jAverage

j flow

Psiare

Qkrut
Ziar nad Hronoa

49,97

43.5a

Sasavsfce Podhradie 41.64

Jalna (40.44

Hronska Mhravi

Hronsia Srezina

Sudca
Zvolsn I
Hajniky
Vikanova
Ii ias
Salfcova

Srusno

39.43

39.43
33.14

30.57
30.07

23.82

27.99

23.47

22.42

Sax. head

•

g

4.15
4.20

5.00

4.30
3.90

4.20

4.00
3.90

5.30

4.40

4.40

4.90

3.70

3.60

Tunine

adsorption
capacity

3 ' . 3 - 1

7S.0

76.0
54.0

54.0

54.0

52.5
45.0

39.0
40.5
39.0

25.3
24.9

Installed
capacity

m

1.3S5

1.270

1.530

1.290

1.110

1.250

1.130

1.120

1.335
1.000

1.040

1.135

0.555

0.515

Average

yearly

production

GWh
1

7.375

7.236

8.251
6.779

5.830

a. 323
5.844

5.633
6.724

5.023

5.265

5.669

3.149

2.937

River Orava
The River Orava in the Section Tvrdo^in - Krpelany

The concept of utilization of hydroenergy in the section in question is affected by preceding
designs respecting the environaent prabiaas identified 30 far.

Total not used section of the river Unn is 57.915 ka long in which the river creates a head
of 137.7 a. The length of 24.6 ka out of this section *iib a used head 70.2 a is covered in the
study. So the utilization of nydropotential is about 502.

The river section, according to the design, is divided into 12 river stages with a gross
hydraulic head froa 4.45 to 8.00 s.

The flows output froa VD Tvrdosin according to aanipulation instructions were used far design
of absorption capacities of respective stages of KVE.

According to this, optiaua absorption capacities froa 5.0 ta 65.0 a^.s*1 were specified.

Profiles of respective river stages were located into places in which the ainiau« iapacts or
daaages, respectively could be caused froa the point of visa of environaent protection. Protected
areas were also taken into account in selection of-the locations.

Technical designs of respective stages and their layout result froa technologic equipaent.
A building part consists of V£ close to a weir, a aosils weir, a fishway, aodification of a river
'channel below the stage and respective related buildings. V£ technology consists of tuce turbines
with a perpendicular transaission to an asynchronous generator. Three sachines 3rs installed in each
stage. Technologic design is proposed in tirimt designs.

Electrotechnical equipaent is located in VE and consists of synchronous generators with
accessories.



Power output fro* the hydroelectric power plants is led into the existing ordinary 22kv i;nes.

Operation of t!ie plants is supposed ts oe fully autsaatic, controlled according to the upper
water level.

Total electric energy production in 12 stages is expected in an average year 107,578.5 tfilh.

Basic technic parasetsrs of the studied concept.

Itsa

1

3
4
5
6
7
a
9
to
11
12

Location

Kiini
Kriva I
Kriva II
Dlha' n 0.
S.Dubova
H. Lehoti
Hedzibrodie
KAa2ia
lksf.il a
V. Bysterec
Istebne
Zaikov

Head

s

4.?
4.3
6.24
4,75
6.26
4.26
5.36

4.16
4.06
3.40
4.10

•jt i OJ

Absorption
capacity
t?l 5

3x21.6
3x21.6
3x21.6
3x21.6
3x21.6
3x21.6
3x21.6
3x21.6
3x21.6
3x21.6
3x21.6
3x21.6

-

Capacity

m
2.57
2.67
3.30
2.67
3.30
2.6?
3.30
2.67
2.67
2.67
? *?

2.67

,-„
-J --• • -J Q

i

Production

3tf)s/year

7.7
8.3
l i .a
8.4
11.4
7.8
i i . i
9.3
8.0
7.9
6.7
8.6

107.5

Description of a Design Reduced due to a More Detailed
Environmental Analysis

Zaskov, Kftaiia, NiSna, V.Bysterec and laskalie profiles in the evaluated concept Nere
identified as acceptable ones for energy utilization. A grass hydraulic head «p to 5.0 a recoasended
for all of the stages according to the uterials known so far provided that the head will be created
by daaiing the Mater level above the stage and deepening of the river channel belcw the stage.

The actual technical design of the stages »iil be adopted to envircnaental requireaents
especially in a building part.

The reduction of energetic utilization can be characterized as a substantial one with the
following paraaeters:

Out of the total not used section of the river in the length 57-915 k», only SO ia will be used
energetically and out of a total head 137.7 a, only 21.38 t will be used.

Then, total production in these stages in an average year Hill be 40,643 HSih.

. \

- : 4



Basic tactic data of the reduced concept.

Absarptian jCapacity (Production

Conclusion
Extensive experience in hydrapotantUl utilization, steadily growing electricity cansuaption

despite of realization of saving aeasures and absoluts lack af other energy resources predefine
utilization of our rivers for its production just frsa these natural resources. Peraaneiit contact
witii a nature protection and environaental approach when designing the final appearance of hydro
power projects ensures ainiaalizaticn of iapacts on a natural environaent.

•! C
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Obr.i ( F i g. 1 >

A Proposal for Utilisation of Hyciropctential of the River

Van

B. p. v. m n . m- - 3. p. v, .n a.s.L

porov.rovina stanic.Vahu R km - corfiparing level of length

measuref-nent of the river Van R Km

hrony Vah III - upper vah III

rskoni'trukcia vaSskej kaskady - Van cascade reconstruction

doiny Vah I, riscne stupne - lower vah I, river stages

dol. Vah deriv. - lower vah, deny.

2.strednovaSska kaskada - middle vah cascade 2

1, strednovaSska kaskada - middle 'van cascade i

3.strednovaSska kaskada - middle Van cascade 3

hi-Van I« II, riecne st. - upper vah I. II, river stages

1.hornov.kaskada - upper Vah cascacs i

horny Vah III, riecne stupne - upper Vah III, river stages

Legend:

VE v prsvadzke - VE in operation

VE pripr~3i\'Qvan^ - VE under preparartion



obr. 2

Navrti vyuzstsa hydropotencialu
rseky Vafo (usek SERE& - HLOHOVEC)

v rkm 64.025 -107.000 (Slav p'ripravy k roku 1996)
o

% 158.10

80 90 100 110



0br,2 (Fig.2)

A Proposal for Utilisation of the River Van Hydropotential

(SERED-HLOHOVEC section) the River Kilometers 64.025

- 107,000,

VE v prevadzke - VE in operation

VE v priprave - v'E under prepararticn

stav pripravy - preparation status

tok - stream

nazav vodnej elektrarne - hydroelectric power plant name

parameter - parameter

riecny k:v. - river km

instal. vykon - installed capacity

vyroba ei. energie ~ electricity production

hltnost' - absorption capacity

spad - heaa

prevadzkovs hladma - operational iev=l



obr. 3

Navrh vyuzitia hydroj
rleky Vah (usek SERE6 - HLOHOVEC)

v rkm 64.025 -107.000 (Slav pripravy k roku 1996)

P a r a m e t e r
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KriTowi
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m n.m.
124.00400.00

300.00

300.00

300.00

276.00

130.00
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141.10

158.10

VE v previdzka

VE v prfpravo

Zetenlco

5uteKovo
Madunlca

100 110 120 rkm

S6 a.s.. VET



0 b r. 3 ( F i g. 3 )

A Proposal for Utilization of Hydropotential of the River

Van (SERED-HLQHQVEC section) the River Kilometers

64,025-107.000 '.status of preparation by 1996).

VE v prevadzke - VE in operation

VE v pripravs - VE under preparartion

stav pripravy - preparation status

tok - stream

nszov vodnej elektrarne - hydroelectric power plant name

parasetsr — parameter

riscny Km - river Km

instai. vykon - installed capacity

vyrota el. energie - electricity production

hitnost' - absorption capacity

spad - nead

prevsdzkova hi ad ina - operational level
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obr. 4
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rie&ny km 240

Navrh vyuzitia hydropotencialu
rleky Vah (tisek HRltOV - LIPOVEC)

v rkm 245.60 - 278.46 (Stav pripravy k roku 1996)

V
VE Lipovec

VE Sufcany

VE Krpefany

VE Nezb. Lucka

VE Hricov

VE 2ilina J
&»,•-• vo vystavbe

| ^ ^ ^ * VE v provadzke

VE v prfprave

250 260 270 280 290 300 310 320



Obr.4 <Fig,4>

A Proposal for Utilization of Hydropotential of the River

Van (HRICOV-LIPQVEC section) the River Kilometers

245.60-278.46 (status of preparation by 1996).

riecny km - river km

vo vystavbe - under construction

VE v prevadzke - VE in operation

VE v pripr3.ve - VE under preparartion

\
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Navrh vyuzitia hydropotencialu
rieky Vah (usek HRICOV - LIPOVEC)

v rkm 245.60 - 278.46 (Stav pnpravy k roku 1996)

obr. 5
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VE Sucany

VE Krpefany

vo vystavbe

VE v provadzke
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A Proposal for Utilisation of Hydropotential of the River

Van (HRICO'v'-LIPQVEC section) the River Kilometers

245.60-278.46 (status of preparation by 1996).

riecny km - river km

vo vystavbe - under construction

vt •--' prevadzks - VE in operation

VE v pripra\-s - v'E under prspa.rartion
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Qbr.6 (Fig.6)

A Proposal for Utilization of Hydropotential of the River

Van - H.V.III (KRPELANY-LISKQVA section) the River Kilometers

299.30-326.51 (status of preparation by 1996).

VE v prevadzke - VE in operation

VE v pripra\'S - VE under preparar-tion

stav pripravy - preparation statas

tok - stream

nazov vodnej elektrarne - hydroelectric power plant name

parameter - parameter

riecny km - river km

instal. vykon - installed capacity

vyroDa el. energie - electricity production

hltnast' - absorption capacity

spad - head

prevadzkova hladina - operational level



Navrh vyuzitia hydropotencialu
rieky Vah - H.V. Ill (usek LISKOVA - BE§EfiOVA)

v rkm 327.37 - 335.22 (Stav pnpravy k roku 1996)

obr. 7
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Obr.7 (Fig.7)

A Proposal for Utilisation of Hydropotential of the River

Van - H.V.III (LISKOVA-BESENGVA section) the River Kilometers

327,. 37-335.22 (status of preparation by 1996).

v'E v prevadzke - VE in operation

vE v pripravs - vE under preparartion

itav pripravy - preparation status

tok - stream

nazov vodnej alektrarne - hydroelectric power plant name

parameter - parameter

riacny km - river km

i.n = tal. vykon - installed cs.paaxty

vyrcba el. ensrgie - electricity production

hltnost' - absorption capacity

spaa - head

pravadzkova hiadina - operational level



HYOROENERuETIC POTENTIAL GF THEE SLOVAK KEPUBLIC

situation by the end of ii:?95

hydroensrgeticky potential - hydroenergetic potstntial

tech. vyu^itel'ny HEP - tech, usable HEP

vyui ivany HEP - HEP being utilized

Dunaj - Danube

povodia - basins

Slovensko - the Slovak Republic
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